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EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN AND BErATED VARIABLES ON THE :PHYSICAL :PROPERTIES 
OF WELDS ON STRUCTURAL STEELS 
I INTRODUCTION 
10 Object and Scope of Report 
In the metallic arc welding of steel, hydrogen is introduced un= 
intentionally into the welded jointo Under certain conditions~ this hydrogen 
can produce detrimental effects in the weldo For some steels!J this detrimental 
effect may be cracking in the heat affected zone; in other steels 9 the effect 
may be m:icro-cracks in the weld metal 0 The case in which cracking occurs in 
the heat affected zone has been studied extensively during the last ten years~ 
and much information concerning the mechanism of this cracking or embri ttlec- . 
ment has been obtainedo The more hardenable steels are most subject to this 
highly detrimental phenomenon 0 On the other band~ the structural steels used 
for welding)) having a low carbon (less than 0025) percent and alloy content~ are 
likely to be sensitive to hydrogen in the weld metalo This effect of hydrogen 
in the weld metal has not been so thoroughly investigatedo 
It is the purpose of the investigation reported herein to examine 
the effects of hydrogen and related variables on the phys~cal properties of 
welds joining structural grade steelso 
To this end 9 bend test specimens)) prepared from bead-an-plate welds, 
were tested as simple beams on.a 4t ino span with the weld beads in tensionQ 
The investigation included a study of variables affecting hydrogen embrittle-
ment9 o~ the effect of these variables in different regions of the weld, of 
.--: 
possible methods of relieving the detrimental effects, and of a possible 
relationship between hydrogen embrittlement and restraint during weldingo 
20 Organization of Report 
Chapter II, the next coo pter )J contains a br;tef review of the 
theories .and of the effects of hydrogen embrittlement in weldso The effects 
of this embrittlement)J as they pertain to the heat affected zone and to the 
weld metal~ are discussed separatelyo 
Chapter III is concerned with the relation between hydrogen em-
brittlement and restraint during veldingo 
Chapter IV contains a description of the equipment and the procedures 
employed in the test program)J and explains the interpretation of the results 
from the different test methodso 
Cha pter V 9 wi tten by Prof 0 W 0 Ho Bruckner ~ dis cus aes the metal"", 
It~.rgi«:3al investigation of the bead=on-plate veldso 
Chapter VI presents the results of the freJjmjnary tests which in= 
elude the investigation of the properties of the plate materials)) the determ-
ina tion of the cooling curve for the test specimens ~ and the hydrogen 
analyses of the materials and the welds o 
Cl~pters VIl j VIII)) and IX are concerned with the details of the bend 
'1~e8't results for steels ESl B,IJ and D9 respe'ctively~ with references giv;~n to 
~~e tabular and graphical results at the end of the reporto 
Chapter X presents the results of a preliminary investigation of the 
effects of restraint on single pass and dOUble pass weldso 
Chapter XI contains the summary of the report and the conclusionsc 
";0 
II HYDROOEN EMBRITTLEMENT IN WELDS 
30 Introduction 1Q, Problem 
The hydrogen present in the weld atmosphere and ultimately in the 
weldment can be derived from two principal sourCeS 0 The first and most 
~porta.nt source is the electrode coating 0 As a result of their combustion 
during welding j the organic constituents~ chie£ly cellulose~ present in the 
electrode coating contribute largely to' the hydrogen in the arc atmosphereo 
The second source of hydrogen is the moisture content of the electrode coat-
ing 0 Subj ected to the high temperatures of the arc streamJl this moisture can 
dissociate into hydrogen and oxygen and thus increase the partial pressure of 
hydrogen in the arc atmosphereo Moisture present in the surrounding atmos-
phere might also contribute to the hydrogen present in the arc atmosphere ~ 
although this effect appears to be small under normal welding conditions be-
cause of the effectiveness of the gaseous shield provided by the electrode 
coating during weldingo 
The introduction of hydrogen into a weld takes place in the follow-
ing man:nero At the temperatures found in the welding arc~ hydrogen is trans-
formed to the atomic state£) in which state it is readily soluble in the 
molten weld metal and the heat affected zoneo Upon solidification of the 
weld meta1 9 the solubility of atomic hydrogen is decreased and continues to 
decrease as the metal cools o. With this decrease in solubility~ the hydrogen 
can do one of two t b1 ngsg (1) it can diffuse to the surrounding atmosphereS' 
or (2) . it' can diffuse to voids where it can recombine to form. molecular 
hydrogen or possibly react with an included residueo 
When the temperature becom~s sufficiently lowy austenite begins to 
transform 0 Hydrogen has a much lower solubility in the products of trans-
formation9 and 9 therefore, there is a tendency for the region to became super-
saturated with hydrogeno This atomic hydrogen then diffuses into the void 
spaces where it recombines to the molecular state as the tempe~ature de-
creases 0 As this reaction occurs, more atomic hydrogen di£fuses into the 
voids 9 and this process results in the formation of high aerostatic pressures o 
In addition to the formation of molecular hydrogen.in the vojds9 it is 
possible that the reaction of carbon and hydrogen in the voids could form 
methane which has a higher partial pressure~ thus increasing the aerostatic 
pressures 0 It is mown that other elements also can react with hydrogen to 
form gases j partly accounting for the detrimental action of these elements in 
the liieldo 
As a consequence of the lower transformation temperature~ regions 
of ~et~ined austenite may become more severely embri ttledo Hydrogen~ being 
~elati7ely insoluble in the transformation products9 tends to concentrate in 
the regions of retained austenite 0 When the trans forma tion of the retained 
aus·teni te finally takes place ~ the hydrogen embri ttlement is more severe 
be,=ause of the reduced solubility of hydrogen in the transformation products 
a t the lower temperature 0-
It is ctL~ently believed that the pressures produced in the voids~ 
by the process described above J cause the detrimental effects of hydrogen 
embrittlemento 
The region of a weld which is most susceptible to hydrogen em~ 
bl'ittlement may be either the heat affected zone or the weld metal o The heat 
affected zone is generally more sensitive to hydrogen than the weld metal for 
the higher carbon (more than 0 0 20-0 0 25 percent) or alloy steels~ as 
ev'idenced by era·eking in the heat affected zone (under bead cracks or toe 
cracks)g More important to the structural engineer is the condition of a 
critically affected weld metal y for this, in general y is the case for the 
plain low carbon structural steels o 
40 Hydrogen Embrittlement in the Heat Affected Zone 
As stated above~ hydrogen embrittlement in the heat affected zone 
is characteristic of the alloy and the carbon steelsy which have a relative-
ly high bardenability or a low transformation temperatureo Hydrogen emco 
brittlement in the heat affected zone is evidenced by pronounced.crackingo 
A great deal of research9 using various types of cracking tests 9 has been 
performed to investigate this phenomenono 
It is thought that the pressures produced in the voids~ in combin-
ation ~th the stresses induced by welding~ contribute to the cracking in 
the heat affected zoneo Metallurgical factors such as chemical composition9 
extent of deoxidation~ distribution of carbides~ hardenability~ etco~ also 
contribute to the embrittlement of the heat affected zoneo 
Although the heat affected zone might be the most critically 
affected region for welds on a particular steel~ the weld metal could also 
be subject to embrittlement~ and~ should some improvement be made in the 
properties of the heat affected zone~ the weld metal might then become the 
critical regiono 
50 Hydrogen "F.mb7"1 ttlement in the Weld Metal 
Less startling than the pronounced cracking in the heat affected 
zone~ hydrogen ~brittlement in the weld metal~ characterized by micro= 
cracks J has not received extensive investigation until the last few yearso 
It is this latter effect of hydrogen which is the main subj ect of the re-
search reported herein9 and hence a more complete discussion of this type of 
embrittlement will be presented g 
Whereas the embrittlement of the heat affected zone is determined 
largely by the base plate properties 9 the embrittle.ment of the weld metal may 
be determined to a large extent by the chemical and physical properties of 
the deposited materia19 the hydrogen concentration9 and the cooling rate o In 
the weld metal.9 the aerostatic pressures induced by high hYdrogen" contents 
can produce micro=cracks when subjected to adverse combinations of the above 
variables 0 These fissures greatly reduce the ductility and load carrying 
capacity of the weld metal and are found in all-weld=IIletal specimens as well 
as in actual. Weld beads 0 
In addition to the formation of the micro=cracks~ it is possible 
that hydrogen embrittlement is caused partially by the effects of hydrogen 
as an alloying element o Herres(5)* states that hydrogen as an alloying 
element delays the transformation of the high transformation temperature 
caTbides andy therefore 9 promotes hardenabilityo Ho'Wever~ it appears that 
this effect in welds is probably small o 
6 a Variables Affecting Hydrogen Embri ttlement 
In an investigation of hydrogen embrittlement9 it is necessary to 
control the variables which might affect the results o In this section~ some 
of these variables will be briefly discussed under the headings (a) chemical 
~ oJ. 0 composJ.,-,~on9 (b) hydrogen concentration]) and (c) cooling ratee 
(a) Chemical Composition 
As noted previously~ the chemical composition of the steel can 
determine to a large extent which zone of the weld cross section will be the 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to the Bibliography at the end of the reporto 
more critically affectedo For the alloy and high carbon steels Sl both the 
weld metal and the heat affected zone might be embrittled~ but the effect in 
the heat affected zone may mask that in the weld metal o For some of the lo~ 
alloy steels and for the low carbon (less than 0020-0025 percent) structural 
type steels~ the weld metal may be the most critically affected zone 9 in 
which case the composition of the electrode may be importanto In addition to 
determining the region of the weld most critically affected by hydrogen~ 
chemical composition can determine the extent of embrittlement in a particular 
zone e 
Perhaps one of the mare important effects of the chemical campos~ 
ition is its control over the hardenabilfty of the material., It bas been 
found that as the bardenability increases the hydrogen embrittlement in-
creases 0 As indicated previously~ this ef£ect can be accentuated when 
hydrogen is present because of the delay in the transformation of the high 
transformation carbides caused by hydrogen as an alloy elemento 
Another important effect of the chemical composition is its in~ 
fluence on the transformation temperatureo As previously noted~ the lower 
the transformation temperature 9 the more likely is hydr?gen embrittlement 
to OCCUI"o However, when this transformation does not occur~ that is~ in an 
austenitic weldy hydrogen embrittlement does not occur because of the 
relatively high solubility of hydrogen in austeniteo 
(b) Hydrogen Concentration 
Recently a distinction bas been made between diffusible and non~ 
diffusible bydrogen9 that iS 9 the hydrogen which diffuses at room temper= 
ature and that which does not o Some investigators n.ow indicate that the 
diffusible hydrogen content exerts a. stronger influence on the tendency to= 
~rds embrittlement tr~n does' the non~diffusible hydrogeno It has been 
found that the extent of' deoxidation~ in p:u-ticular the FeD content~ is an 
important factor ~ the diffusible hydrogen co ntent increasing as the FeO 
content decreases o Thus mill practice~ which controls the extent of deoxid-
ation j might exert an important control over hydrogen embrittlemento 
There appears to be a relationship between the total hydrogen 
content of the weld and that of the electr~de coating, including moistureo 
The break down between diffusible and non-diff'usible hydrogen is somewhat 
err-a tir; ~ however 0 
Flanigan (4) has found that the hydrogen microcoacracks are concen.-> 
trated at about the mid-depth of single pass bead~on~plate welds~ To the 
authors' knowledge~there has been no investigation of the hydrogen concen.-
tra,tion through the 1,.yeld cross-sectiollo A limited study of the distribution 
of the non=diffusible hydrogen in the weld cross-section bas been attempted 
as a part of' the present investigationo 
Cooling Rate 
One O'£' the most important variables affecting hydrogen embri ttle= 
:ment of the 1~eld metal appears t~o be the cooling rate~ especially the low 
':;,:·ejmpe~a t'iLre (below 450 deg 0 F 0) cooling rate 0 In an investigation of all= 
·:·rel.d=:metal specime!;.sSl Bland (1) has found that there is a critical temperature 
below 'b\fhicn quenching in boiling wa. ter does not embrittle allo>oweld-metal 
::,~:nsi.le coupons 0 Investigations by Flanigan (3))) using a single pass bead= 
,Jno""plat·e bend. sper.~imenil in.dicated that cooling rates at temperatures as low 
a3 2l.2 dego F 0 might be im.portanto Similar results wre found by Rollason 
..9..nd Roberts (6)" Flamgan(3.94) also notes that reduced ductilitYJJ presum= 
a:oly ·:;a:G.secl by rapid cooLi.ng rates» occurs 'When shorter length welds are de= 
p8si ted on specimens of the same size;:; However s' to-he restraint of the welds 
(if different .lengths might be sufficiently different to influence the results Q 
/0 
Since the cooling rate at the low temperatures is sensitive to the mass of 
the material being welded 9 embrittlement may occur in large welded structural 
members even when it -would not occur in a small member 0 
III REIATION BETWEEN HYDROGEN EMBRITTIEMENT AND RESTRAINT DURING -WELDING 
"7 0 Definition· of Restrain~ During Welding 
As a consequence of the cooling of the heated metal, a welded joint 
is subjected to stresses which are partially determined by the geometry of 
the joint and the restraint imposed on the specimeno These latter variables 
~an be controlled by special design techniques and welding procedures" 
Local stresses in the weld -itself, which are a direct result of the shrink-
age within the weld~ also exist, but these stresses are not subject to such 
control 0 Thus~ although both types of stress are derived from the same 
source$ the heating and cooling cycle, only the portion determined by the 
geometry and the restraint can be controlledo 
The stresses induced by restraint during the cooling of the weld are 
of sufficient magnitude to cause the rela ti ..-.rely low=strength~ hot metal to 
~Olo~.j plast~ically 0 Because weldments are sensitive to hydrogen em.bri ttlement 
;;:;a.used by rapid cooling at temperatures as low as 240 dego Fa!> it is probable 
th~t the restraint during welding should be considered from the time the weld 
metal has. just solidified until the temperature has reached this low level o 
?:L ~ffec'~ of Restrai..llt During Welding 
vJ"elding engineers have long realized the difficulties of welding 
wassive structures under conditions of high restraint o Often the weld would 
fail either as the structure was welded or during cooling {) Occasionally ~ 
c:racks were pre·vented by employing run-on and rtllloocoff strips, and at times 
vrelding sequences knO'WIl to reduce wIding stresses have proved usef'Ulo 
In the research laboratory~ the effect of varying the restraint 
during welding has been studied in several in,:estiga tions f> For example~, by 
use of the Lehigh l\estraint specimen, it ~s possible to find the relative 
restraint levels necessary to produce cracking in a weld deposited in ,a 
, I 
prepareq j oint.·~wi thin a plate (7) a An interesting result of these tests Y8.S 
the discovery that for some steels the cracking restraint could be ,increased 
to the maximum. when using the low hydrogen electrode; whereas ~ the same 
plate material might have a low cracldng restraint wen using the high 
hydrogen electrodeo Similar results have been obtained elsewhereo 
Thus,9 . it is indicated that the low hydrogen weld is less susceptible 
to this restraint cracking than the high hydrogen welda Unfortunately~ the 
results obtained from welds deposited from·the two different electrodes may 
not be directly comparable because of an apparent difference in the strength 
of the resultant weld metala However 9 it does appear that the increased 
resistance to embrittlement is a result of low hydrogen contentso 
Some of the effects of restraint are probably masked by the shrink-
age of the weld metalo One would expect the central portions of a weld bead 
to be subjected to high stresses and strainso These local stresses might 
mask the effect of restrainto 
An interesting finding reported by Flanigan (4) is that hydrogen 
embrittlement is concentrated in the center of the weld metal of bead~on= 
plate welds,this being the region which is probably subjected to these large 
local shrinkage stresseso However 9 it is also quite probable that the 
hydrogen content in this region is highs relative to other regions of the 
weld cross=se'ctiono Thus 5l "'nformation regarding the distribution of 
hydrogen in the weld cross""'section would be valuable in studying the cause 
of the concentration of micro=cracks in this region of the weld o 
90 Hll?otha~s Re.garding ~ ~atiQn Bet}le:-;n Hydrog-en &mbrittlement ~.£1 
Restraint During Welding 
It is the authorsi opinion that the phenomenon of hydrogen embrittle-
nent and of restraint cracking are directly relatedo That is, the damaging 
effects of hydrogen_and of restraint during welding are at least partially 
additive~ For bigh hydrogen contents~ only a relatively small amount of 
restraint during welding might be required to cause embrittlement, while for 
1'::-1,[ hydrogen contents a rela ti vely large amount of restraint might be 
necessaryo 
This theory seems to be substantiated by the evidence from -the 
restraint tests and Flanigan1s observations of the concentration of the micro-
cracks at the center of the weld metalo The evidence is not conclusive 9 but 
does serve as an indication that there may be an interaction of hydrogen and 
restraint to produce embrittlemento 
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IV TEST PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT 
100 Introduction 
The variables s.tudied in this. investigation included those of 
restraint~ cooling rate~ location of the notch in the weld bead, heat treat-
ment9 and a comparison ora commercially available ,high hydrogen E60l0 
electrode and low hYdrogen E60~6 electrode o It is important that all of 
these variables be' evaluated in order to study any one of them a1one o 
,Throughout the present test program, erforts were made to control'as many 
variables as possible and t'o rec,?rd all data. that might have a bearing on the 
problems being studied o Where possible~ the necessity for the control is 
explained and related to in:for;n.a.tion presented in previous chapterso 
lio Welding Apcaratus 
To aid in securing uni!orm hydrogen contents in duplicate specimens, 
the electrodes were dried for at least one week at a temperature of about 220 
dego Fo to remove moisture o Preliminary tests indicated that there was no 
difference ~~ the test results of specimens produced from dried and from un-
dried elel'~trodes ~ ho"~ever:y drying was continued to prevent any possible in-
troduction of hydrogen,c=producing=moisture, during the period of high humidity 
in the summer months o Humidity readings were taken with a sling psychrometer 
as part of the \.[elding procedure 0 
The direct current for welding was suppled by a 400 amp capacity 
genera. tor of standard manmaet,ure 0 A schematic diagram" indica ting the 
connection of the electric power supply and the portable meters and of the 
recording instruments is shown in Figo 10 To assure duplication of welding 
~,"-:,::.,··t·s.. c;le c1xcrent and voltage meters which 1-Jere connected ·'3.5 clo.se -:0 the point 
of ~,';81.d5.ng as practicalo 
The electrode holder was connected to a semi-automatic welding 
!:l:''J.chine sda.pted from an oxyacetylene burning cachine 0 Photographs of the 
welding app3.ratus are shown in Fig. 2. As sho1,m, the electrode feed is con-
trolled tJy a r.iand crank, which moves a slidC?ron ;,fr-'..ich a standard electraie 
holder is mounted 0 The slider travels on 6 .. r: :3..dji..:.stable shaft ~.rhich controls 
the angle of inc lin:.. ·Gic·n of the electrode 0 
The welding In9.chino me.de possible the aut~:mE..tic regulation of the 
direct1.cn and the rate of travel during welding" It ·ri3.S necessary for the 
i'"'.pe"V"o!:l .... \ .. ,,,,, .~,- .... ,...,~.J..lr'-,l 0",1.,..,.. the fe ... ·,r'l r·f .... 1.,.':\ ',,","1 --ct""o"':;e to ~!.;;n+,p":;.Y'\ .. · .. "t,l'J,r-: 
,-,' ..: ...... , .J'~J!.. V _' '_vJ._' '"-' J..J....-J-J ~;,.... \--. U.l. .... ....." v·~.t:; -. u _ ~...J,.. .... __ _ _ __ proper arc 
distance 0 By so doing, it was pOS;t3ible tc ccntrol the hea.t input closely 
and to incre.?-s8 the a"ssur::::.nce of the duplication of specimens Q 
An attempt was made to maintain the same energ'J input per ino for 
all specimens" To accomplish this, the voltagei' amp era. ge, and rate of travel 
for the two electrodes used (E60l0 and E6016) were set at the values indicat-
ed belo\;!4> A check of the energy recorded by the cscillGgr.9.ph indicated that 
energy inpu"ts '..:ere substantially t.he same for the two electrodes" The 
osci.llograph traces 3.1so showed that the average energy· inpl.:t ~JaS J percent. 
greater thc::..D. desired and that ther'G 'w-as a 10 percent devia.tion fro~n the 
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120 Determination of Cooling Curve 
As stated previously~ one of the important variables which in-
fluences hydrogen embrittlement is the cooling rat~o Hence 9 it was necessary 
to determine the cooling rates for each or the four different type weld spec~ 
imenso Only specimens which have similar cooling rates can properly be 
compared when studying other iTariablaso 
Originally 9 a thermocouple was to be introduced directly into the 
molten weld pool, but prelimi~ trials showed that it was very difficult 
to place the thermo~ouple in the weld successfully without melting the thermo-
couple wn-reso In addition~ the thermal junction is not distinct when so 
placed because of the necessity of feeding the wires into the weld pool as 
. 
they melto FinallY9 it would not be possible to evaluate the effect of the 
heavy slag coatL~ produced by the low hydrogen electrodes or the effect of 
the welding cUJ..-rents fluctuating throughout the plate during welding 0 
Because of the difficulties mentioned above~ a method was developed 
of' imbedding the thermocouples in the plate before weld.ingo Cbromel=alumel 
thermocouples of 28 gage wire» having as small a bulb as possible 9 w'Bre pre-
pared in advance with an oxyacetylene flameo After the thermocouples were 
cleaned,9 a narrow piece of mica. about 1 inch long was placed between. the wires 
leading from the bulb~ and the entire assembly w,as coated with a commercial 
(cerami~ 0 The assembled thermocouples were heated to assure thorou.gh setting 
of the cerpmic insulator 0 The chief function of this ceramic was to in= 
sulate the sensing elements the ther.mocouple~ from any nstray~ welding 
Cllrren-C, which might be present during the recording periode 
The weld spec~mens were prepared by drilling holes w~th a number 46 
drill (00081 ina diameter) to within 0015 ino of the surface of the plate 
d.:i:"ectly under the path of the weld bead 0 A fluid :m:L""Cture of the ceramic 
16. 
material was forced into this hole; the thermocouples were given another light 
coat of the insulating material, then pushed to the bottom of the holes. 
Sectioning of several of the specimens after welding revealed that the thermo-
couples were very close to the bottom of the holes. -Photographs of the assemb-
led cooling curve specimens are shown in Fig. 3. The location of the thermo-
couples in the weld specimens is shown in the drawings of the weld specimens 
(see Fig~ l2~ 13~ and 14). 
The output of the thermocouples was recorded automatically with a 
Heiland magnetic oscillograph (Type SE-303R-12) with the paper drive, the 
galv~nometer wiring~ and the lamp controls modified for this applicatione 
This unit}) shown in Fige 2, provided a total of eleven recording channels, of 
which a maximum of seven were used for recording temperature and the remain-
ing four were used to record the arc voltage, the arc energy, the arc 
position~ and the time e With the exception of the power recording galvano~ 
meter, all of the galvanometers were Heiland type A units (DC sensitivity 
800 mm/ma undamped, 35 ohm DC resistance; 250 ohm CDRX) 8 The galvanometer, 
used to record the energy was a Hathaway type OP watt galvanometer, an 
averaging type, single phase, AC wattmeter modified for DC useo TypiCal 
examples of oscillograph records are shown in Fige 4& 
The thermocouples were prepared in the manner described above and 
used wi. th the cold junctions at room tempera tore 0 The thermocouple 
recording circuits were calibrated against a standard millivolt source, 
varying the input by known amounts up to an input corresponding to 2000 
degG Fo on a chromel-alumel thermocouplee A study of the calibration curves 
showed a.ll of the slopes to be equal to within I 1/2 percent 0 The average 
slope was used throughout the computationso Conversion of the recorded de-
flection values to temperature readings follCNled standard procedures;; The 
probable error in reading the recorded traces is about 10 dego F 0 Airy 
contamjn~tion of the.ther.mocouplesQy the insulating material and the effect 
on. the cooling rate of the holes filled with the insulating material cannot 
be easily evaluated o 
The voltage was measured between the welder ground clamp and the 
point where the above=ground cable connected to the electrode holder: Thus 9 
the voltage measurement includes the arc vol tage plus the voltage drops· in the 
hOlder and in the weld specimeno The system w.s calibrated by com:pai'isOID1 to 
a standard meter connected to the same pointso The calibration c'Urve was 
apparently linear o 
The wattmeter trace ;,as calibrated in a manner simi lar to that 
for the voltmeter trace e The power was determined from a standard voltmeter 
and a standard ammeter 0 A number of" runs were taken to insure tba t sewral 
combinations of voltage and current which produce the same power actually 
cause the same deflection of the power tra~eo As with the voltmeter trac8 9 
the indi.lCated power is the POW6t" in the ar~ plu.s the small losses in the 
electrode holder and In the weld specimeno 
130· Metal1urgi~.al) J:.1rrestiga t,io;q 
To supplemen't the investigation of the ef"ferc;ts of b..vdrogen em= 
brittlement~ a metall"urgic.al investigation of the bead=on=plate welds was 
condu(~ted by Professor VI 0 Ho Bruckner of the Department of Mining and Metal"", 
lurgical Engineering in cooperation with the Department of Civil Engineeringo 
The purpose of this investigation was to develop a sui table method of de"'" 
te~ting the hydrogen cracks and thence to study their characteri,stics 0 In 
addition to the study of micro-cracks~ a series of hardness surveys was 
performed 0 The methods used and the results of this work are discussed in 
Chapter V which was written by Professor Brucknero 
140 Hydrogen Analysis 
The hydrogen analyses performed in conjunction with this project 
had two chief purposes 0 The first was to determine the level of hydrogen 
content of the materials used and of the resultant weld beads 9 the second was 
to investigate the hydrogen concentration through the weld~cross~sectiono 
The analyses were made for the non-diffusible hydrogen present after room 
storage for one dayo Some specimens were stored at 150 dego Fo for'24 hours 9 
but no difference in hydrogen content could be establishedo 
The samples were cut to size with a band saw and a metallurgical" 
cut=ofi' wheelo Every precaution was taken to keep the specimens cool during 
the cutting operations 9 and the same procedure yaS used on duplicate spec-
imenso The specimen types A~ B9 and C are shown in Figo 50 
The samples to determine the hydrogen content of the base plate~ 
of the core wire y and of the entire cross~section were prepared by saw 
". 
cutting 0 Those samples taken through the weld bead were prepared on the cut-
off wheel after 3/8 ino strips had been sawed perpendicular to the length of 
the weldo The cuts produced with the cutocQff wheel are estimated to be with-
in 0 0 01 ino of the requirement for specimen type Co Both 1/16 ino and 1/32 ino 
cutc2>()ff wheels -were usedo The weight of the samples varied from about 1 1/2 
grams for the smaller specimens to as much as 5 grams for the plain plate 
specimens 0 
After cutting 9 the samples were filed smootho This 1>1aS follo'tred 
by chemical cleaning in one rinse of chemically pure acetone and three rinses. 
of' ~hemica.lly pure benzene 0 The specimens were than dried in a stream of 
.... 
dry nitrogeno Additional cleaning was done prior to introduction into the 
analysis train 0 
The analysss ~~e performed at the Anderson Physical Laborato~9 
Champs,igll9 Illinois 0 The analysis train used by the lab ora tory was similar 
·to that reported by Carney~ Grant y and Chipman(2) modi.fied to analyze for 
hydrogen by a calibrated thermal conductivity Gello 
150 Q9~on Tests for DetermiJQation ~ PhYsical Properties 
Because the properties of the plate material are themselves important 
v-ariables ~ a small scale tensile test· specimen was used to determine the 
variation in physical properties wi thin and between the parent pIa tes 0 This 
specimen 2l shown in Fig 0 69 bad a 2 ino gage length~ a 1/2 ino by 3/4 ino 
test sectdon.9 and ,·laS tested without remov4.ng the mill scals o These 
Qimensions were chosen because the specimens could be machined from the excess 
material sawed from t4e longitudinal weld specimens during the preparation of 
the bend test specimens. (see Figo 12)0 
In addition to thes.mall scale tensile coupons, a limited number of 
sta:adard 8 in 0 gage length spe cimens ~ sho-wn in Fig 0 6 f) . were prepared in 
a.ceordance with A3T11 designation E8oo46o The purpose of the larger spe,cime:ns 
was t,O ·:;orre.late the result1s of the smaller tensiJ..·a coupons yW'ith the ASTM 
specifi·oations for p~yslc;a1 prqpertieso 
The all=weld=metal tensile coupons£> har.i.l2g a 1/2 inc d:iam.eter and a 
2 ino gage lengt.:h') ~e shown in Figo 6 and were prepared to meet ASTM desigc= 
nation A233=4BTo 
The da;ta recorded in the above coupon tests :L?,]/311!ded the 'Upper and 
lower yield poL,t load ,9 the maxm..nn load 9 the fractUl"e load:1 and the elong= 
ationo Only the computed values for upper yield point st.ress;J maximl.mJ. stre.ss 9 
and percent elongation are presentedo 
16e Bend Tests 
Four types of weld specimens were employed in this test programg 
(1) the 4 ino by 9 ino longitudinal weldment, (2) the 6 ina by 6 in~ trans-
verse weldment, (3) the slotted 18 ino by 36 ina weldment, and· (4) the un-
slottved 18 inc by 36 ino weldment o 
The Ioea tion of the weldments in the parent plates is shown in Fig 0 
The 4 inc by 9 inQ wldment was chosen for direct comparison with 
Flanigan g s weld specimen (3 9 4), and because of the low restraint imposed by 
the sms.ll size of the specimene A. 9 ina weld bead was deposited along the 
ma,j or axis of the specimen and a 2 ino by 6 ina bend spe cimen was cut from 
this weldment as shown in Figo 120 It was necessary to machine the bead off 
for a distance of 1 ina on each 1900 of this longitudinal bend specimen so that 
the bead wou.ld not interfere with the test jig 0 Note tha t for all of the 
bend specimens cut from this type of weldment and from those discussed below9 
the dJ..r8ction of rclling -was alwys parallel to the 6 ina length of the bend 
specimen. 0 Before testing 9 the width, thickness~ and length of all bend spec-
imens w~re measured to the nearest 0 0 01 ino with a scaleo 
The 6 inc by 6 ino weld specimen was used to prepare transverse bend 
specimens as shown in Figo 130 The advantage of this specimen was that the 
not.ch ",-as located wholly within the region being investigatedo However.9 the 
direction of testing is not in the direction of the orientated hydrogen 
cracks 9 as is the case for t.he longitudinal bend specimeno 
In order to study hydrogen embrittlement, the lo~itudinal and trans~ 
verse welds were air-cooled or water quenched a specified time after weldingo 
In ths,~bles and rigures~ these conditions of quench are referred to as AC 
(air~cooled) or Q-X (quenched after X ~utes)o In all cases 1 the weld 
specimens were tested four or five days after weldingo 
To investigate the. effect of restraint and of cooling rate~ the 
'Were developedo By 
employing the slotted specimens~ it was possible to produce a weld having 
about the sam.e restraint as the smaller weld specimens~ but having a more 
rapid low temperature cooling rateo Then j by using the unslotted plate 9 a 
comps,ri.son between the relatively high restraint of the unslotted plate and 
the relatively low restraint of the slotted plate could be madeo Both types 
of large plate specimens had the same cooling rateo Transverse 2 ino by 
6 ino bend speCiimens were cut from these large weldments 0 Photographs or 
the foux types of 'weld spe,eimens are shown in Figo 150 
In order to determLne the properties of the weld at different 
locations in the weld9 the bend specimens were notched to three depths with 
cutteT.'o The notches were so located that the base of the 
notch was at abo'u.t ·the csnter of the weld metal (notched 0 0 020 ino deep)?J 
slightlyaco78 the fusion line (notched 0 0 080 ino deep)~ and into the heat 
afl""ect-aa. zone (not:ehed 00120 inc deep) 0 Fig-J.I"e 16 shows the location of 
these no:· ...:·1::.85 i!:. the E6010 and -the E6016 weld cro$s=sections €I As shown in 
Figso 12 and l.3,1) the longitudinal bend specimen 1..re.S notched a.cross the weld 
p8:rpendic';.l,],.ar to the dirs·:c;tion of' welding ~ and the trans~rerse bend specimen 
'ilt,:?£1S notched at the wId centerline parallel to the direction of welding 0 A 
·e-f'fect,s 0 As a precallt,iou,9 all of the notches were :rP.achined 'by the same 
machi:nist9 and the notch depths were checked with an Ames dialo In almost 
all cases5,) the spe,cimens reported were limited to those notched within 00003 
22. 
ino of the desired depth and none are reported if 0 0 005 ino from the desired 
depth 0 
The bend test specimens prepared from the weldments were tested as 
simple beams on a 4 1/2 ino span with the weld beads in tension" A drawing 
of the jig developed for this purpose is shown in Figo 170 In order to more 
, easily detect failures the tests were }:erf'ormed at =88 dego F 0 in a bath of 
dry ice in a petroleum base solvento Because of the brittleness of the spec~ 
imens at this temperature~ a craek9 once formed~ progresses rapidlyo The 
coolant was not forcibly circulatedo Photographs of the test jig and in-
sula tion are sho'WIl in Fig 0 180 
To obtain an accurate record' of the individual tests p a load de-
flection recording system was adapted for the test jigo The essential 
feat~~es o£ this system are shown in Figo 190 The apparatus consists of a 
l~"Y.i'er which transmits the deflection of the specimen through a sylphon 
bellows!1 which retains the liquid solvent in the tan.k~ to a microformer 
It,)ca ted on the outside of the tanko The sylphon bellows also makes it 
possible to maintain a constant tem~rature gradient along the lever during 
testing so that the thermal expansion of the lever does not introduce any 
error 0 The microformer activates a loa.d=deflection recorder connected to 
the Baldwin 120~OOO Ibo hydraulic testing machine used for the testso The 
lever contacts the longitudinal specimen at the edge of the notch about 
1/2 ino 1~om the side of the specimenJ the transverse specimen is contacted 
on the weld at the edge of the notch about 1/2 ina from the side of the 
specimen 0 The deflection recording apparatus was calibrated at the test.ing 
temperature of988 dego Fo against an Ames dial reading to 00001 ino 
Because the range of the microformer was limited to about 0 0 33 ino 
of deflection~l i.t was necessary to reset the microformer by use of the 
23. 
microformer vertical adjustment screw shown in Figo 190 This was accomplished 
after reducing the load until the deflection of the specimen stoppedo The 
specimens were tested at a strain rate of' about 0012 ino per mino Typical 
bend test load~eflection curves are shown in Figo 200 
To ins'Ure a constant testing tem}:erature for all specim.ens~ a 24 gage 
copper=constantan thermocouple was clamped to the end of the specimenso Al~ 
thot~h the temperature readings for the test specimens were not taken at the 
test sectiony they do provide a good indication of the reproducibility of the 
tank temperatureo The temperature at the thermocouple seldom varied more 
trJan two . degrees fahrenheit from the average of ~8 deg 0 F 0 All of the s:r:e c~ 
imens were allowed to stand in the test jig at =88 dego Fo for at least one 
hour before testing 9 not less than ten minutes of this time being spent in 
place on the test jigo 
The maximl.ml load was read from the testing machineo The valu.es of 
maximum load reported in the tables and the graphs hav~ been adjusted for a 
2 inc specimen width to account for the slight variation in the width of the 
spe~~menso In adjusting the loads~ a linear relationship was assumed be= 
tween the maximu~ load and the width of the test specimeno 
It is possible that the maximum deflection might not be a true in= 
dication of the first craok in those cases where the deflection was large 
(over 0 0 75 ino)o This was indicated fer the first time When it was discover-
ed that, a. crack existed in a specimen which ":,.l3,S removed from the test jig 
before :firJ8,l faillU')8 because the limit of the jig :had been reachedo In 
additionz; se7eral of the sIBcimens notched to a depth of 00020 ino showed a 
drop in load of several hundred pounds before f:L""l8.1 fracture occu.rre,do How= 
ever?> beeause of the ob\~ous impossibility of determining the exact, cause of 
the first drop in loads and because of the possibility that a crack could 
24. 
occur without a noticeable drop in load9 the results are plotted in terms of 
the maximum deflectiono The values of deflection at first drop in load for 
those specimens indicating the drop are presented in Table 17 ~ 22, and 290 
170 Interpretation of Bend Test Data. 
The test data were recorded directly in terms of deflection and 
loa-do These results provide a suitable means of comparison at anyone notch 
depthJl but do not allow a logical comparison of results at different notch 
depths because of the different geometrieso To circumvent this difficulty~ 
the results have been recalculated using the values of the plain plate tests 
to evaluate the effects of the notch depth (geometry) and of the heat treat-
ments to which the weld specimens were subjectedo That is~ the deflection 
for a specimen ata particular notch depth and for a particular heat treat-
ment is divided by the average deflection of the plain plate bend specimens 
not.ohed to the same depth and subjected to the same heat treatment o Thu5 9 
the results are expressed as a percentage of the plain plate maximum def1ect-
ion,9 hereafter referred to as the (ductility) rating 0 This 9 effectivelY9 
gives the weld a rating9 a common denominator by which the specimens notched 
to diffe~ent depths can be compared~ based on the properties of the base 
plate material o Most of the graphical results are presented in this mannero 
Tl-ds sa.."D.e method of evaluating the test results could have been based on the 
maximum load or the energy absorptiono 
180 Restra~nt Test 
As a preliminary to a more extensive investigation of the combined 
effe'cts of hydrogen and restraint during welding j a restraint jig was designed 
which permitted the welding of specimens under two conditions of restraint~ 
restrained and unrestrainedo The jig9 shown in Figs 0 2l and 22, consists 
essentially of two heavY steel restraining plateso The specimen to be welded 
is bolted between the plates in the restrained case or placed between the 
plates without bolting in the unrestrained caseo To assure a tight fit9 the 
- -
restraining plates and the specimens were drilled as a unit1 and the bolts 
were machined to SiZ90 
As a consequenGe of the dependency of hydrogen embrittleme~t on the 
cooling ra.te~ Gar6 -was taken to obtain the same cooling rate for both the 
restrained and the unrestrained weldso All comfSrable specimens were in 
contact with the restraining plates for the same length of timeo 
In the first series of welds 9 a sheet of asbestos insulating paper 
about 1/16 ino thick ~s placed between the specimens and the restraining 
plates to attempt to slow down the cooling rateD which might mask the effect 
of restrairJUng the weldo In this series of tests~ the weld specimens were 
allo-wed to cool for about 45 minutes before removal from the jigo 
The second series of tests were conducted without the asbestos in= 
sulating paperp but the test jig was preheated to 160 dego Fo and the spec~ 
imens were removed from the jig two minutes after welding)l after wr~ch they 
were air=cooledo 
The restraint specimens tested to date consist of the first ps.ss or 
of the first two passes of a double vee joint in 3/4 ino plate a The joint 
preparation has a 60 degree included angle:y a 3/32 ina root ope&d.ng 51 and a 
1/16 ina root faceo All of the beads were deposited manually UBing 3/16 ina 
electrodes 9 the "Welding cttr'rents and voltages being listed on the following 
page 0 
Series I Series II 
Current Voltage Current Voltage 
amps v=olts amps volts 
E6010 
First Pass 150 25 150 25 
Second Pass 150 25 180 25 
E6016 
First Pass 175 20 
In the case of the two pass weldments 9 the second pass was deposited 
on the reverse side of the first pas s after back chipping to remove all 
visible irregularit,ieso It was noted that in all cases the second pass did 
not completely fuse with the first pass~ hence~ the results might be subject 
to some error o 
The 'Weld specimens produced in the above manner 'Were tested as 2 ino 
wide tensile specimenso ~he welds were machined before testing to remove any 1 .~ 
visible irregularities, the test section appearing as in Figo 230 By machin~ 
ing before test~~g9 it was possible to determine the area being tested9 
although in some cases a considerable amount of material was removed before 
ttcleann metal was exposed~ The strain rate during testing was constant at 
0 0 10 ino per mino The maximum stress and elongation were calculated from the 
V METALLURGICAL INVESTIGATION OF BE!D=ON=PIATE WELDS 
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190 Specimens Examine,g, 
All of the specimens for the metallurgical exam' na tion were pre= 
pared from longitudinal weld specimenso These weld specimens were cut to a 
smaller size which could be more easily processed for micro=examjnationo 
:rm. tially ~ specimens about 2 ino wide 0(1 !no on either side of the weld 
ce~ter line) and 4 ino long, were processed by polishing for magnaflux and 
me tal 10 grapbic examinatioltlo later 9 it was found that a sample 1 1/4 ino 
long ga va results .fully as reliable as the larger specimens and could be 
processed in a more reasonable period of timeo 
The list in Table 1 describes the s}acimens which were examined for 
the ~esence of micro=crackso The procedures used are discussed in detail in 
the next sectiono 
20 0 Pro0sdures ~ Micro=Crac,k Exmnirntion 
The Series 1 and Series 2 specimens were sections cut from the bead= 
oD.=plata welds w-n.ich ha.d been sUI"faGe ground to remove the crown of the weld 
bead and ~~e original plate surface to a depth of 0 0 02 ino The surface 
ground spe,cimens were subj e~ted to a magnaflux exam] na tion~ using the standard 
red colored magnaflUJS: particles suspended ~ kerosene 0 It was necessary to 
sett.le out the coarse particles and to use only othe finely suspended mag-
netic particles in order to give the micro=crack indications better definitiolio 
All of the specimens of Series 1 and Series 2 when examined at about 
20X in the 8Ul"face ground. condition.o;,gaYe indications of magnetic powder accumu~ 
28. 
lations which appeared to be micro-crackso However~ only the indications 
of specimen B21B (E60l0, water quenched 1 minute after welding) were sharp 
and could be duplica ted in the same regions by 1Jiping off the surface and 
remagnafluxing 0 Therefore, all of the specime~s of Series 1 and Series 2 
were surface polished through successively finer stages with magnaflux tests 
interposed between the stageso£polishingo 
The magrtaflux indication of mioroa-cracks became progressively 
sharper as the coarse, surface~grinder scratches were replaced with the 
finer scratches produced by polishing with metallographic polishing paper 
through the stages as follows, Noo 3 gritj Noo lj Noo 1/2~ Noo O~ and Noo 2/00 
Two stages of wet grinding beyond the metallographic papers were used9 i oeo 2) 
No o 600 alundum and Noo 303 1/2 emery on lead lapso It should be noted that 
at all stages of polishing all of the specimens of Series 1 and Series 2 
showed indications of magnetic particle accumulations which had the appearance 
of miero=cracks o Only the J...Tldications in s];ecimen B2lB2) however 9 were sharp 
and could be repeated in the same regions by wiping off and remagnafluxing~ 
establishing the existence of micro=--cracks in this specimeno 
I~ order to resolve the ambiguity of the magnaflux indications in the 
specimens of Series 1 and Series 2~ other than specimen B21B, all of the 
sJ;.ecimens were given a macro-etching treatroento The solution used consisted 
of 500 co of :.oncoHC1, 70 cc of concoH2S04~ and 180 cc of H20 at a temper= 
ature of 160 dego Fo Immersion for 5 minutes of the Series 1 and Series 2 
s~ens having a 303 1/2 emery surface polish gave a lightly etched surfaceo 
Ex.am.ina tion of this surface at 20X showed the presence of micro-cracks in 
specimen B21B just where the magnaflux bad previously indicated them 51 but no 
trace of micro~cracks was revealed by the macro-etched surface of the other 
The specimen B2lA and Series 2 specimens (see Table 1) 'Were further 
processed by mechanical metallograpbic polishing and examined for micro~crackso 
None were found~ although examination was carried out under a magnification of 
about lOOOXo The specimen B2lA was then given an electrolytic polish in a 
cbrome,-acetic bath and -was re=examined without finding any micro=cracks 0 
The appearance of' the magnafluxed surface of SFe cimen B2lB is shown. 
in Fig 0 24a and 24b and of the macro-=-etched surface in Fig 0 250 Wi th respect 
to the latter figure 9 it should be noted that the indication of micro~cracks 
by the macro=stch is quite sharp when the specimen is initially taken from 
the bathS' but the surface becomes stained by exposure to airo 
On conclusion of the magnaflux tests 9 the Series 1 specimens were 
sectioned along a plane normal to the plate surface through and parallel to 
the 'Weld bead 0 This longi tudinal plane through the sections- was metal""" 
lographically polishedo Micro=€xamination of the as polished surface showed 
the micro=cracks in specimen B21B as recorded in Fig6 26.at a magnification 
of lOOXo No micro=cracks could be found in specimen B2lA even at a mag= 
nification of lOOOXo 
In Tacle 2 are given the data obtained on specimen B21B from the 
magnafl'u.x tests on the horizontal surface 0 It will be noted that the magna-
flu..~ indications were counted in nine fields at 20X to give an average 
frequ.en~y of 57 nrlc!"o=crai~ks per inchs although the density of cracks varied 
greatly in th.e differen't fields 0 On the a\-rerage 9 the angle which the magr.:.a~ 
f1u;c indica·tions of m:1cro=cracks made with the welding direction "WaS pract"", 
ically 90 degrees 0 The average length of the cra~3ks wa·s 000043 inQ £1 as 
noted in Table 2,9 bu'!) since this is "ba.sed on the magnaf'lux indica tion9 
rather ·than the act.ual oracks;J it should. not be regarded as highly signir~ 
icant o 
/ 
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In the low'er ~rt cf Table 2 are given the d~ta on the :nic~o-cracks 
found in the nicro-examina ticn of thelcngi tudinal section of specimen B~?lB. 
It -,.:ill be noted tr.:2..t again the cracks are pra.ctically norma.l to the plate 
,::,_b~8St ex?.ctly no!?,..:::~l tc the directic:n C)f ~·ielding. 
reinf';:-:!"C2::ent e.nd the plate surfa.ce may have c.bost relioved the ::r-; cl"c-crG.cl.:2, 
since de "0th. of 
tt.9 
in ':';:,ole , .. r...., 
" r, ,"', I 
V.V'"""\-
cre.cks 
but 
in. froI:, thz as 
eztendei into 
sss:us 
Cr'E..C};:S mc;.y he.ve been '~ntireJ.y remcY8d by the ~ ... gr1.n~:,:.ng • surface 
entire 1rJeld bead s t e p-:-a se , gr'::..nding :~nc. 
s;~cincns ;")::.'" in the 2.ir-cGoled 
-t,:: benc.i:ng ~, . v.!1eJ...r specis,:;.:;ns 
aft&,r they had ,been stressed to their yield point in bendingo These tests 
were designed to permit any cracks in the weld to open up and propogate to 
the extent that they would be detected easily by magnafluxing or other simple 
procedures 0 
The data given in Table 1 for the Series 3 and the Series 4 specimens 
shov that the air=eooled E6010 welds again revealed no sign of the presence 
of mi~ro=c:re,(cksJl even though an electro=polished weld surface \tI8.S examinedo 
This ~ be interpreted to mean either that no micro=cracks were present in 
the weld metal removed in surface grinding and below it or that the micro= 
,cracks,9 if present~ did not propogate to the plane of examinationo The welds 
of Series 3 and 4 made with the E60l0 electrode and quenched after welding 
both gave evidence of micr~crackso There was 9 however 9 a considerable 
contrast between specimens B56B2~ B56B3jl and specimens B71B251 B71B3o The 
latter r~d only a few micro~cracks~ while the former bad many which were 
easily detected by magnafluxing 9 even with the as surface grou..."'1.d finish o 
An ex:ample of the appearance of the micro=cracks is gi van in Fig 0 Z1 Wich 
shows the dupli~tion by remagnaflnxing or the micro~crack indications in a 
region in specimen B56B2 -defined by some 1:ardness indents o In specimen B71B2 
of Series 49 it ~~s not possible to detect the presence of micro~cracks until 
the specimen r~d been electrc=polisned9 while its companion specimen B7lB3 
indicated the presence ~f micro=cracks u~n magnafl'~~ng a 303 1/2 emery 
finIshed Si1!"fac.e 0 
From the test results of SE:ries 3 and Series 4. specimens 1> it appears 
that bending of an ~wel.9.ed SIB oimen m.a;r be more definitive with respect to 
!"e v ealing the presence of micro=C"racks on a plane 0 0 02 ino below the plate 
Sllrf'ace t!han bending in the ~ £?JJr~~ ground conditiono Further tests will 
also be required to determLne whether greater 8tr~ining beyond the yield point 
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will produce micro-cracks in the E6016 weld beads or the air-cooled E6010 
weld beads o 
21" Hardness Surveys 
Vickers hardness surveys were made on cross-sections of air-cooled 
and water quenched bead-on-plate welds deposited with the E6010 and the E6016 
electrodes 0 The sections were cut transverse. to the direction of welding and 
contained the full contour of the as deposited weld and the full 3/4 in. thick-
ness of the base plate for a distance of 1/2 in. on either side of the center 
line of the weld bead~ The specimens were given a metallographic polishj 
etched with 5 percent Nital, and indented with a Vickers, square base diamond 
pyramid on the Tukon Machine using a load of 1 kilogramo 
Three series of hardness tests were made on each specimen o The re-
sults of the hardness tests are given in Table 3 and in the curves of Figo 28 0 
Series 1 tests were made along a line at the center of the weld and perpend-
icular to the plate surface on which the bead was depositedo The indents in 
the weld were spaced at 105 mm intervals with the first indent located 005 mm 
above the fusion linee . Below the fusion line, the first indent was placed 
0025 mm from the fusion line and at 0 0 5 mm intervals through the heat affected 
zone and 105 mm intervals through the base metalo Series 2 and Series 3 
hardness surveys were made along a line parallel to and 1 0 0 mm from the sur-
face of the plate on which the weld bead was depositedo This line was 
perpendicular to the line for Series 10 Series 2 and Series 3 were made on 
opposite sides of the weld bead and both were started with an indent 0.25 rom 
from the fusion 1ine~ The spacing of the indents of Series 2 and Series 3 
was 005 rom in the heat affected zone and the base metal, but no hardness in-
dents were placed in the weIde 
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In Table 3j the hardness data are summarized for the three'series 
of tests made on each specimeno. The summary sho'Ws the hardness range of 
each zone traversed by the survey 0 The tabulated data show no trend or any 
characteristic difference with respect to hardness in the heat affected zone 
between specimens which were air=cooled or water quenched after welding with 
the E6ol0 or the E6016 electrodeso As a general statement in summary of the 
hardness data;J it 'Will be noted that the weld metal hardness is always 
greater than that of the base metal~ but is less than the maximum hardness 
of the heat affec·te-d. zone in Series 2 and Series 30 The hardness values may 
not~ however~ be interpreted directly in terms of other physical propertieso 
VI DISCUSSION OF SUFPWlENTARY TEST RESULTS 
220 Description of Steels 
The steels investigated ~ere to be representative of those which 
might .be purchased commercially for use by the Corps of Engineerso Therefore, 
steels were selected to conform to the three specifications: .ASTM desig-
nation A7, ASTM firebox quality A285C, and ASTM designation A242, .·which 
correspond to the steels B, E, and D, respectively, of this reporto To 
determine whether these steels met their specification requirements, tensile 
coupon tests and chemical analyses were performedo 
A single check analysis from each plate was made by a' commercial 
laboratory and the results are given in Table 40 All three steels meet the 
chemical composition requirements of their respective specificationso 
The test results from the small tensile coupons to determine the 
,~iation in the physical properties and from the' larger tensile coupons to 
compg.re with the specifications are given in Tables 5 and 6 0 A comparison 
of the small and the large coupon test results indicates that the small spec-
imens have somewhat higher tensile strengths and yield points, except for 
steel D9 in which case the values were about the sameQ In the case of steel 
Bs the comparison shows 57~400 psi and 32,100 psi (average tensile strength 
and yield point9 respectively) for the larger specimens in contrast to 
58~600 psi and 35 9 000 psi for the smaller specimens, for steel E~ 61 J 500 
and 35 ylOO psi compared to 62y600 psi and 35,900 psi; and for steel D, 
78 9 100 psi and 519100 psi compared to 78,200 psi and 519000 psio In general, 
the variation within the plates for all three steels was irregular and within 
5 percent of the averageo 
Based on the results from the large test specimens~ steel B does 
not meet the ASTM designation A7 requirements 'for tensile strength or yield 
points> 6o-72JlOOO psi and 33~OOO psi, respectively.9 being s:p3cified for 
these propertieso 
Steel E~ an ASTM firebox quality A285C steel~ meets all the tensile 
physical property requirements for this type of steelo Plate 1 appears to 
be somewha:t stronger than plate 2 for the tensile strength, but there is no 
difference in the yield pointo 
Steel Ds a low=alloy high-tensile steel~ meets the required tensile 
requirements for the ASTM A242 specifics. tiono 
The resul·ts of the all-weld-metal tension tests are presented in 
Table 70 These results show that the E6010 electrode deposited weld metal 
ba. ving an average tensile strength and average upper yield point of' 65 ~ 600 
psi and 55~900 psis respectively, the E6016 electrode deposited weld metal 
having an average tensile strength of 75,600 psi and an average upper yield 
point o.r 65~400 psio 
Comparison of the chemical analy.ses for the all .... weld ... metal samples iJ 
given in Table 49 indicates that the E60l6 weld metal has the same carbon 
content as the E60l0 weld metal~ but that the manganese and silicon contents 
are higher 0 This:y undoubtedly, is one of the reasons for the higher strength 
of weld metal deposited by the low hydrogen E60l6 electrodeo 
There is another factor contributing to the lower strength of the 
E6010 weld metal o After ma.chiningS) the exposed surface of the high hydrogen 
weld metal contained numerous small inclusions or voids!} wereas the low 
hydrogen weld metal presented a surface free from visible defectso These 
defects would affect the strength of the test cross~section~ even if the 
metal itself' 'Were of' the same strength as that of the low hydrogen weld 
metal 0 
The results of the ~ooling curve determinations for the four spec-
imen tlypes and the two ele~trodes are summarized in Fig CI 290 In this fig= 
ure,9 the resuJ..ts are indicated as an average of all tests of similar spec-
!mens a The results compa,re favorably with the curves obtained by Flanigan(3) 
from t.hs:rm.oGOuples imbedded in the 'Wsld metal o 
In all of' the tests performed$) there ~ no discernable differ"'"' 
e::Q .. ~e bet';oJBen the ~ooli:ng CUl"VeS for the low hydrogen and the high hydrogen 
As might be expected.9 the :ecoling rates at the temperatures above 
1~20 deg 0 F 0 are ?drtually the same for the four specimen types 0 This portion 
o:f~ ~1.e ©ooli.ng rate is affected primarily by the material. in the :immediate 
rl;~ird,ty o,r the waldo It ~s noted that the largest specimen (18 inc by 
36 i-~o) c;oQ,led t .. 1:le most rapid1,y below 350 deg 0 F 0:; the 6 ino by 6 inc trans~ 
'\TerSe weld specimen. ~ooled s,omewhat more' slowly below 350 deg 0 FeE) and the 
1:- ~"'1o by 9 ino longitudinal weld specimen was the slowest cooling below 
420 deg~ F 0 At tem:r;:eratures below 420 dego F 0,9 the mass of the specimen 
beyond 2 L1'1", from the weld begins to shoT..! it,s influenc60 
250 1tz:d.rogen ana.fvses o1Q Bead=<Jn=Pla te We.lds 
The results of the hydrogen ar~lyses are presented in Table 80 
Only a limited number of specimens were analyzed v and the number is not 
···I~f.'::.' . . '," .r. -
-. :~: .. _, 
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suf'fi©ient to establish small differences in the hydrogen contents of spec= 
imens having about the same hydrogen contento Hciwever 9 large dirf'eren~es are 
easily detectedo 
On the basis of the very low hydrogen contents of' the core wire and 
the base plate specimens s it is apparent that the ~ogen present in the welds 
must be derived from some omer sourcS o The low hydrogen contents indi~ted 
for some specimens are qUBa;,tionable because the limit of the accuracy of the 
analysis train ~s approachedo 
An e:x.amination of' the results of the analyses of the weld specimens 
ShO'lciS that, the low hydrogen -welds contain very little£) if' any5) hydrogen 0 The 
hydrogen contents of the high hydrogen -welds on steels E and B appear to be 
apparently con.tains considerably more ~vdrogen (about 305 parts per mJ 111 on),~ 
a1 tho'V-Jgh no def'i ni te conclusions I!ren be based on the small number of tests 
performed 0 
In addition to determL~ the level of concentration of hydrogen 
for samples ineluding the entire weld cross=sections> a limited investigation 
of' the hydrogen iConl:;entra'tion through the crcss=section 'WaS conducted 0 The 
:results from specimen. types 3=A to }=·"E 9 shown in Figo 59 indicate that there 
is only a very small amOlm.t of nondiffusible hydrogen in the heat affected 
zone or the base pla'teo In the 'weld metals; three portions of the eross= 
from the top and the middle of the wld metal indi~te t,ba.t the concen't:raticn. 
might bilS scme'wba-{~ higher in the; :middle o Additional tests would have to be 
I The 1"6S"Jlts of the te;:rt)s perform.ad on specimens f!"om the bottom of the weld 
are too i~'I1consiste:n:t ,to formulate a:n;yconclusions 0 
VII DISCUSSlCE OF BEND TEST RESULTS FOR STEEL E 
260 Pla1nPlate Specimens 
In Figo 309 the maximum deflection of the plain plate tests of 
steel E (ASTM Firebox Quality A285C) is plotted as a function of the notch 
depth for the tbreeheat treatments employedo These treatments were, spec"'"' 
!mens w.itbout heat treatmentl) specimens heated one hour at 450 dego F 0 
(co~espond.ing to the preheat treatment) ~ and spec:imens heated for one hour 
at ll50 dego F 0 (corresponding to the postheat treatment) 0 The average 
defle~tions for the different conditions 9 which were used in the compu~tion 
for the percentage of' the plain plate ~ deflection5) are given in 
Table 9 and are indicated by the triangles on the graph in Figo 300 
For all three notch depths9 the ductility increases as the treat= 
ment progresses from no heat treatment to the preheat treatment to the post= 
heat t;~satmento The improvement is slight for the s:r.ecimens notched 0 0 120 ino 
and 017080 ino deep$ for the sp3 cimens notched 00020 ina deeps> the improvement 
is ~~ter9 especially for the postheat treatmento Thus 9 it appears that the 
pos<theat treatment is more effective a.t the surface of the plate than it is 
w~thin the plateo 
;n 0 Welds Without Heat Treatment 
The results £":rom the tests of the longi tud.ina.l welds wi thoot heat 
tE>eatment are pr'esented in Table 10 and in Figo 310 Considering first the 
effects of quenching on the low hydrogen welds notched 0 0 120 ino deeP9 there 
is a reduction in the ductility rating from 50=60* percent to 20=30 percent 
~ The ductility ratings are reported as a range 9 the first number being the 
lower limit and the second number the upper limite 
for ~'7eldB quenched after 2 minutes (Q=2) as compared to air=cooled (AC) welds 0 
It is not known W'bat caused this decreased ductility.9 the temperature at the 
time or quenching being about 320=330 dego F 0 as determined from the cooling 
(curve 0 _ The hardness is not increased by this quench a~ shown by the hardness 
surveys discus~ed in Section 210 There is no difference in the ductility 
(30-40 percent rating) of the high hydrogen welds at the 00 120 in~notch deptho 
quen(1jhing5) the rating of the velds from both electrodes being about 20=40 
At th9 00020 lno not©h depth,9 there o~~s a distinct redu~tion in 
the du.~till t;r 9 frOIl1 aoo·ut 2(V percent to about 4 percent.9 -with an increase in 
the seveI"i ty of quench for welds produced wi, th the high hydrogen eleGtrod·so 
This I~hange in behavior o~!;.urs with a quen~h of 4 minutes after welding.)) and 
!'1:"om the limited numoor of tests performedi) the Z'edu.~tio:n appears to OCICUI' 
sharply at this qlleni~h 1:,imeo A quenlCh time of 4. minutes c;orresponds to a 
tem.pera t'U.!"e or 300=320 d~g 0 F 0 for this spe~imen type 0 With theex~eption of 
a speaimen ha,,"ing gas p00kets at the test section9 there is no such decrease 
roT' t3b.e lo~,; hydrogen welds 9 the rating being about 25 percento Thus 9 the 
ad'-:;antages of emplo~ -the low hydrogen electrode in the welding of this 
'-0coling raf~e :18 rapido The~e results are in es~e!ltial agreement w-ith those 
In Figo 319 i't l:s also appar(~nt that the level of' ductility of the 
'illfe.ldapee:im.e:c,s is very low as ~ompared tc:' the base plateo Thus.9 it appears 
that ,tor' t~hle., :8i~ee19 al't,hough the hydrogen embrittlement of' the weld metal 
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ductility of ail of the longitudinal. welds without heat treatment are also 
detrimental 0 
The results of the transverse welds without heat treatment are 
presented in Figo 32 and in Table 110 As stated previously5) this s];ecimen 
was designed so that the notch could be placed entirely in the region being 
investigated 9 not through several different regions of the weld cross~ 
section as ~s the case with the longitud.ina.l weld specimeno However)) the 
cooling rate for these specimens is more rapid at temperatures below 420 deg. 
Fa than that of the-longitudina] specimeno 
Part (a) of Figo -32y indicates clearly the detrimental effects of 
a ~ombination of high hydrogen contents and rapid loy temperature cooling 
rates at a notch depth of 0 0 020 ino The high hydrogen welds have a ductility 
rating of 50=60 percent when air=cooled~ but the rating decreases gradually 
to about 25 percent as the quench time de creases from 12 to 2 minutes 0 In 
~ontrast9 the E6016 welds retained about 75CE090 percent of the plain plate 
defle~tion for quenches as severe as one minute after weldingo Thus 9 the 
effects of hydrogen are easily detected in this specimen,\) the trend being the 
Earns as +'~at indicated b,y the longitudinal weld specimenJ although the 
redu~tion in ductility does not occur as suddenly 0 The difference in the 
d-u~tility rating of the high hydrogen and of the low hydrogen welds is 
probably a consequence of the difference in strength and ductility of the 
':Meld metal as indicated in section 230 
It is interesting to note that the hydrogen embrittlement is pro~ 
nO~1.n~3ed m the trans-verse specimen even though the micro=cracks are orienta t-
ed parallel to the direction of the applied stress 9 the least detrimental 
orientation (see Chapter V)o 
At the 0 0 080 ino notch depth$) the results indfcate that the high 
I 
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hydrogen wldis more ductile than the loW' hydroge~ weld in the air=co oled 
condlt.i.on£) but that the re~rse is true for the specimens quenched after two 
minutes 0 No explanation Gall be given for these contradictory results 0 
The specimens notched to a depth of 0 0 120 inch indicate no difference 
betwen welds deposited from the two types of' electrodeso 
For the t~ee notch depths~ the specimens notched 00080 ino deep 
apF~ to be the most severely embrittled by effe~ts of welding other than 
hydrogen embrittlemento 
28 0 Results ~ Terms Q.t Maxinmm Load~ Maximum Deflection.\! ~ Energy 
Absorgtion .. 
To indicate that· conclusions similar to those in the preceding 
se~ticn can be deduced from other p~ysical properties 9 typical results are 
plotted in Figo 33 in terms of the maximum load and in Figo 34 in terms of 
the energy absorptiono Values for energy absorption were only computed for 
transverse welds 'Without heat treatment and are given in Table 120 It is 
ext~emely important to note that the results fram the maximum load and the 
energy absorption are plotted without comparison with the plain plate 
proper~leso Fi~~e 33 also contains a graph showing the relationship for the 
actual deflection in inches rather tr~n for the percentage of the plain plate 
def'lectiono 
The important ~"f'eren0e to note in a :~ompariscn of t.he ~aphs 
p.lott.ed as a f'U","1.ction of the def'lection i:n i:n0hes 8,-nn as a fUIH~tion of the 
per~entage of the plain pIa te maximum def'1t9,c;tion is the differentC6 in the 
t:.(Osnd of" t11e results at the three not,~h depths 0 In the graph based on the 
percentage of plain plate defle~tion9 which allo~ a comparison between the 
not:c-:h depths 9 the 1811e1 of ductility is about, 80 per'~ent for -the 0 0 020 ino 
and the 00120 inc notch depths and about to percent for the 0 0 080 ino notch 
deptho On the other hand, the results e~essed in terms of deflection in-
dicate a (level of) deflection at the 0 0 020 ino notch depth of about 0075 ino 
for the low hydrogen electrodes~ but a deflection of only about 0 0 30 in". for 
the other two notch depthso In the former case~ one correctly concludes that 
the 0 0 080 ino notch depth is somewhat less ductile, where in the latter case~ 
one might incorrectly conclude that the 00080 ino and the 0 0 120 ino notch 
depths are more criticalo These remarks also pertain to the results ex~ 
pressed in terms of maximum load and energy absorptiono 
Figure 339 showing the results in terms of maximum load and de-
flection 9 indice.tes that the effect of hydrogen embrittlement is increased as 
the severity of the quench is increased~ as did the results when plotted in 
terms of the percentage of the plain plate deflectiono In addition9 the in~ 
l~l"'eased ductility of the E6016 electrode at the 0 0 020 ino notch depth is 
readily apparento In short2J at any particular notch depthi) all of the conca 
r~J:c.sions derived on the ba.sis of the percentage of the plain plate deflection 
are applicable for these other relationshipss and 9 if the effect of geometry 
were e"llalua ted ~ the comparison can be made between notch depths 0 
The relationships discussed above~ are a direct consequence of the 
load=de~le~tion c~veo 
290 Welds PrehE!la ted to k2Q ~ ;[g, 
To determine the effects of' prehea ting ~ a series' of preheated trans""" 
verse and longitudinal test specimens were prepared~ in which the welds were 
subjected to air=cooling and quenching after 2 minutes o 
The results of the longitudinal preheated specimens are given in 
430 
Table 13 and Figo 350 As in the case of the welds without heat treatment~ the 
E6010 welds notched 00020 ino deep suffer a definite decrease in the ductility 
rating from 28=43 percent for air-cooled welds to 13=23 percent for welds 
quenched after two minutes~ The rating of the E60l6 welds is 390047 percent 
when air=cooled and decreasesto 32=42 percent when quenched o 
For the 0 0 080 ino notch depth9 there appears to be no difference in 
the ductility of welds deposited by the E6010 or the E6016 electrodes 9 the 
ductility rating being 63-76 percent for the air=cooled condition and 38=59 
percent for the quenched conditiono 
The limited :qumber of tests of specimens from both e'lectrodes 
notched to 00120 ino indicate that the ductility, in this case~ might not be 
effected by quenchingo The rating varies between 50 and 70 percent for both 
conditions of quencho 
Comp?-rison of the ductili ty ratings at the three not'ch depths in= 
dicates that the rating for a notch depth of O~020 ino falls belo~ that of the 
deeper notch depthso This is especially true in me quenched conditionJ) in 
which case hydrogen embrittlement is most severeo , 
\ . 
The results for the preheated transverse weld specimens are present~ 
ad in Ta.ble 14 and Figo .360 At the 0 0 020 in~ notch depthz, the effects of 
hydrogen embrittleDEnt are pronounced~ the ductility of the E6010 welds falling 
,from about 70 percent when air=cooled to about 40 percent when quenchedo The 
E6016 welds have about the same rating (90 percent) for both conditions of 
quenchz, although the scatter was much greater when quenched after 2 minuteso 
Also.9 nl)te tba't in the air=Gooled conditio!l~ the rating for the E6016 welds 
is higher than that for the E6010 welds o 
The limited number of tests at the 00080 ina notch depth indicate no 
difference between th~ low hydrogen and the high hydrogen welds o Quenching 
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causes a reduction in the ductility rating from 84-99 percent to 60~73 per-
cent 0 
The specimens notched to 0 0 120 inq indicate a deflection of 100-131 
percent of the plain plate maximum deflection in the air~cooled condition~ 
both electrodes yielding results falling within the same range 0 For the yelds 
quenched after 2 minutes 9 however, it appears that the low hydrogen welds, hav-
ing a rating of 117=126 percent'(with the exception of one specimen)~ are mare 
du.ctile than the high hydrogen welds, having a ductility of 81-97 percento 
However~ because of the limited number of tests 9 these results should be check-
ed by further experimentationo 
As in the case of the longitudinal welds 9 the hydrogen embrittle= 
ment lowers the ductility of the transverse welds to the extent that quenched 
welds notched 0 0 020 ino deep become the most detrimentally affected o The 
results for a notch depth of 00080 ino indicate that longitudinal and trans"", 
verse quenched specimens have a reduced ductility for either electrode as 
compared to the air-cooled specimenso 
The results for the longitudinal postheated welds$> given in Figo 
3'71 and Table 15.9 show that the spe cimens notched 00020 in 0 deep are more 
sensitive to the effects of welding than are those specimens notched 0 0 080 
i110 or 0 0 120 ino deepo Also 9 at the 0 0 020 ino notch depth, the high hydrogen 
spa~imens quenched 2 minutes after welding may indicate hydrogen embrittle~ 
ment s' though there is only a limited number of tests, there is no definite 
difference in the results from the two electrode types at the other notch 
depths 0 The ductility at the 0 0 020 ino notch depth is about 35"""'40 percent of 
the plain plate def1ection~ except for the embrittled sp3cimens which have a 
; 
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reduced rating of 1~19 percento 
At the 00080 ino notch depth9 the ductility rating for all spec= 
imens is 48=83 percent9 and at the 0 0 120 ino notch depth the rating is 79= 
11.8 percento Thus;; the ductili ty rating increases as the depth of the notch 
is increasedo 
For the transverse specimens postheated to 1150 dego Fo;; there is 
a significantd1fference in the ductility of" the low hydrogen and the high 
hydrogen electrodes at the 0 0 020 ino notch depth (see Figo 38 and Table 16)0 
The ductility rating of the low hydrogen welds subje~ted to air=cooling or 
qu.enching can be expected to lie above 75 percent, whereas 9 the E60l0 air= 
cooled welds have a rating of 44=70 percent and the welds quenched after 2 
minutes~ a rating of 33~50 percento Thererore~ it is indicated that post= 
heating does not remove the detrimental effects of hydrogen embrittlement in 
the weld metal o 
A great deal of scatter was encour~ered in the tests at the 00080 
ino notch depth2) but the results seem to indicate that there is no difference 
in the two electrodes and no effect from quenching9 the ductility being 69= 
117 percent of" the plain pla'i.iJe deflectiono Thus 9 the rating at this depth 
is about the same as tp~t which is obtained at the 0 0 020 ino notch depth for 
the low hydrogen ele~trodeo 
There is no difference in the ductility of the welds at the 0 0 120 ~no 
notch depth,9 the ductility level being 11>-129 p!:I"cent,9 vuues whieh are 
greater than those at the other notch depthso 
A comparison of the test results for the transverse ~~d the long= 
itudinal welds notched to a depth of 0 0 020 ino indicates that hydrogen em= 
brittlement occ~s in welds of' both specimen typeso In the transverse 
direction~ the rating of the low hydrogen weld is ~eater than that of the 
bigh hydrogen for the two cooling conditions; whereas, a difference is noted 
only in the quenched condition for the longitudinal weld specimenso In 
addition9 the level of the ductility rating of the longitudinal specimens 
notched to 00020 ino ,is significantly less than those notched deeper~ in~ 
dicating that this is the most critical region of the w1d)) regardless of 
which electrode 'is usedo For the transverse welds~ the ratings are high for 
all specimens 9 excepting the bighhydrogen welds notched 0 0 020 ino deep~ and 
no critical region is indicatedo ' 
An important result of this series of tests is that heat treat-
-" 
ment may not alleviate the undesirable effects of hydrogen embrittlemento 
It appears that neither preheating to 450 dego Fo nor postheating to 1150 degG 
F 0 will remove 'the detrimental effect of the embri ttlement9 though the 
general level of ductility may be increased by these heat treatments o Thus 9 
the prin~~pal effect of hydrogen is to produce some irreparable damage in the 
weld meta19 probably the micro=cracks discussed in Chapter Va 
310 Correlation of Effects of Heat Treatments 
For the comparison of the effects of the heat treatmentss the 
results have been replotted with the percentage of the plain plate maximum 
defle,etion as a function of the heat treatment 0 The da ta have been plotted 
and the results are discrussed under the following headings~ (a) Air~cooled 
longitudinal welds (Figo 39), (b) Longit~inal welds quenched after 2 
minutes (Figo 40)y (c) Air~cooled transverse welds (Figo 41), (d) Transverse 
welds quenched after 2 minutes (Figo 42)0 
(a) Air-cooled longitudinal welds (Figo 39) 
At the 0 0 020 ino notch depth, heat treating increases the rating 
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from 12~34 percent for the specimens without heat treatment to a rating of 
29~47 percant for the preheated and the postheated specimenso SimilarilY9 
for specimens notched 00080 ino deep, the rating is increased from .arange of 
20=45 percent to about 6o~o percento Hence~ at both these notch depths the 
heat treatments are equally effective and roughly double the ductility rating 
of-the weldso 
The results are somewhat different for the spe~imens notched 00120 
in~aeep 0 For the specimens without heat treatment9 the E6010 welds 1::ta'lre a 
rating of 33c:m45 percent 9 whereas the E6016 welds have a range of 48=64 percento 
With preheating~ the difference between the two electrodes is eliminated and 
the level of ductility becomes 50cc7l percent 0 In the case 0:£ the posthea ted 
welds 9 the scatter is large and the rating inereases to 76=ll8 percento 
Therefore~ the postheat treatment is more effe©tive in increasing the ductility 
than is the preheat treatment at this particular notch deptho 
(b) Longitudinal welds quenched after 2 minutes (Figo 40) 
In the quen,ehed condition£) the results are some'What more interest.,.., 
ing9 especially at the 00020 !no notch deptho At this depth the effects of 
hydrogen;embri ttlen:e nt ~e pronoun~ed for' all ccndi tiona of heat treatment 0 
For the specimens without heat trsatment9 the high hydrogen 'Welds are severely 
embrittled and have a ductility rating of only 4 percentz) whereas the low 
hydrogen welds have a ductility rating of 20=32 perc.anto When preheating is 
employed 9 the ductility of the high hydrogen£) embrittled welds is raised to 
14=20 percent and the ductility of the lew hydrogen welds is raised to 32=46 
percent 0 The amount, oi" the increase is about the same for the welds produced 
from the two eleC'trodes~ hence 9 it appears that the improvement in propertryies 
is not related tiC hydrogen em.bri ttlemento Posthea ted specimens bad about the 
same ductility as the prehea t~d welds ~ still indicating the pronolm·ced 
48. 
difference between the ductility of the low hydrogen and the high hydrogen 
welds 0 . It is apparent that the use of bigh hydrogen electrodes must be avoid-
ed to reduce the possi,bility of embrittlement in the face of rapid low temper-
ature cooling rates, the heat treatments proving unsuccessful in allev:l:ating 
the embi!ittlement; although the level of ductility is raised o The quenched 
low hydrogen welds were more ductile than the quenched high hydrogen welds 
subjected to either heat treatment o 
Because the trend is similar for the notch depths of Oo080ino and 
00120 ino~ the results will,be discussed togethero For these condition~s the 
deflection increased respectively from the condition of no heat treatment~ to 
the preheat treatment~ to the postheat treatment o At the 00080 ino notch 
depth 9 the rating increased from.23~40 percent to 38~59 percent to 48-81 
percent~ and at the 00120 ino notch depth from 21-39 percent to 50-82 percent 
to 78=1l6 percent?) respectively?) for the three haa t treatments 0 Thus ~ there 
is an improvement with preheating and a greater improvement with postheating 
for these t~ notch depthso 
(c) Air=eooled transverse walds (Figo 41) 
An important result shown in this graph is that the low hydrogen 
welds at a notch depth of 0 0 020 ino are always more ductile than the high 
hydrogen welds 9 regardless of the heat treatment employedo 
Considering the results of the high hydrogen welds at the 0 0 020 
ino notch depthy the ratings are 40=58 percent9 54~76 percent and 44=70 
percent~ respectively~ for the conditions of no heat treatment~ preheat 
treatment 9 and postheat treatmento Thus !I it appears that there mightbe 
some advantage in using the preheat treatment rather than the postheat treat-
mento 
The sp9cimens notched to a depth of 00080 ino responded more 
favorably to the heat treatments employedo The specimens without heat treat-
ment have a rating of 40=70 percent for both electrodes~ whereas for both 
heat treatments the ductility averages about 90 percent with a considerable 
scatter band 0 
For the preheated and postheated transverse air~cooled specimens~ 
there again is no difference in the welds deposited from both electrode types~ 
and the rating is 100=130 percento The specimens without heat treatment have 
a rating of 60-76 percento 
In summary~ it should be emphasized that the high hydrogen welds at 
a notch depth of 0 0 020 ino are low in rating and this rating is not apprecc.> 
iably increased by heat treatmentS' indicating the advantage of using the more 
ductile low hydrogen electroqeo 
(d) Transverse welds quenched after 2 minutes (Figo 42) 
At the 0 0 020 ino notch depthS' the low hydrogen welds were apparent.ly 
unaffected by the heat treatments employed9 the average rating being 80 per= 
cent with considerable scatte~o The high hydrogen welds showed some im= 
provement in properties when heat treated 9 the ratings being 13~26 percent 9 
35=41 percent~ and 3~50 percent~ respectivelY9 for the conditions of no heat 
treatment 9 preheat treatment9 and postheat treatroento It should be remembered 
- :-tbat the ai='CODcooled specimens without heat treatment had a rating of 40=58 
", 
percent at the 0 0 020 notch deptho Thus 9 the ductility rating of the quen~hed 
spe~imens~subject to preheating or postheating is almost as great as that or 
the airoocooled specimens without heat ,treatment 0 
The heat treatments in~ease the ductilitYD but they do not, 
eliminate the effects of hydrogen embrittlementy as noted previously in 
sections 29 and 30 0 It is po ssible that 1;;,he increase in ductility at the 
0 0 020 ino notch depth is a rei~ection of the improvement in properties with 
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heat treatment at the 00080 ino and the 0 0 120 ·inc notch depthso At these 
deeper notch ~epths~ the ductility' is increased with preheating and further 
increased with postheating, as shown in parts (b) and (c) of Figo 42~ 
320 . Tests From Large.~ Specimens 
To investigate the effects of restraint and cooling rate, large 
slotted and unslotted 18ino by 36 ina weld specimens were employedo The 
restraint of the slotted weldment is comparable to the restraint of the 
smaller weldments discussed previously j but the.large slotted specimen has 
a more rapid cooling rate o The unslotte~ specimen bas the same rapid co01-
ing rate as the slotted sp3cimen;; but it 'is more highly restrainedo 
The results of the transverse bend specimens taken from these plates 
are given in Table 18 and Fig 0 430 
There does not appear to be any difference between the results for 
similarly notched bend specimens cut from the two types of large plate spec~ 
imenso At a notch depth of 00020 in09 the low hydrogen specimens have a 
higher ductility rating (73~9? percent) than the high hydrogen specimens 
(38=71 percent) for both types of weldment o No difference exists· between the 
low hydrogen and the high hydrogen welds at the otber notch depths9 the rat= 
ings being about 40=60 percent for the 0 0 080 ino notch depth and 60-90 per= 
cent for the 0 0 120 ino notch deptho The 0 0 080 ino notch depth appears to be 
the most severe1yaffected by weldingo 
These results substan~ially agree with the results from the air= 
cooled 6 ino by 6 ino specimenso For the 6 ino by 6 ino specimens the rat~ 
ings are as followsg 0 0 020 ino notch depth, low hydrogen 76=92 percent9 
high hydrogen 40=58 percent, 0 0 080 ino notch depthJ 37=74 percent, 0 0 120 ino 
~. 
, 
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notch ··depth~ 61~76 percent e 
The large scatter in the results of these tests might have masked 
some difference between the two large weldments or between the large and 
the small weldments o HoweverZ) neither the increased cooling rate nor the 
increased restraint appears to have bad a notiaeable effecto 
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VIII DISCUSSION OF BEND TEST RESULTS FOR STEEL B 
330 Plain Plate Specimens 
Steel B (ASTM A7) was tested without heat treatm9nt at the three 
notch depths and heat treated at a notch depth of 00020 ino The results of 
the plain plate bend specimens for these conditions are given in Table 19 
and Figo 440 The results are similar to those obtained for steel E~ except 
that the reduction in ductility for the 0 0 080 ino and the 0 0 120 ino notch 
depths when compared to the deflection at the 0 0 020 ino notch depth is not 
as pronouncedo The average def1ections~ used in the computations for the 
percentage of the plain plate deflection~ are given in Table 190 
340 Welds Without Heat Treatment 
A significant result of the longitudinal weld tests 9 as given in 
Table 20 and plotted in Figo 45 9 is that the quenched high hydrogen welds 
have a lower ductility rating than the low hydrogen welds at all three notch 
depths 0 
At the 0 0 020 ino notch depth, all of the longitudinal specimens 
"w'Bre severely embrittled by welding Sl the specimens ha-r.illg ratings less than 
25 pe:r;t~ento The additional embrittlement caused by quenching the high 
hy~:ogen welds is evidenced for quench times of 4 minutes or less at a notch 
depth of 0 0 020 ino In the air-cooled condition~ there might be some slight 
difference in the ductility of the welds ~rom the different electrodes o 
The rating of the E6016 welds notched 0 0 080 ino deep is about 
20=40 percent for the air-cooled and the quenched specimenso For the E6010 
• 4 
welds 5) the rating is &-.30 pe~cent when air"",,cooled~ and 6ac20 percent when 
quenched after 2 minuteso 
. SimiJarlY$ at· the. 0 0 120 ino notch depth9 the rating for specimens 
quenched two Inin:utes after welding is 29=48 percent for the. high hydrogen 
welds. and. 46=66·. percent for the loW' hydrogen 'Welds., For. the a:ir~co.oled, 
:: . 
condi tionSl the rating is about the same for the loW' hydrogen welds but is 
higher for the bigh hydrogen welds a 
A comparison of the results at the three notch depths indicates 
that the 00020 ina depth is the most highly embrittled by the effects of weld-
ing other than hydrogeno The ·high hydrogen electrodes are detrimental at all 
notch depths9 especially at 0 0 020 ino because of the already low level of 
ductility 0 
The re~ults of the transverse weld tests 9 given in Figo 46 and 
Table 2l~ indicate a more definite trend than those in the longitudinal 
direction. At a notch depth of OoQ20 ino,}) the low hydrogen welds retain 
their rating of about 80-100 percent as the severity of quench is increased 
from a.iroccooled to quenched after 2 minutes 0 At these same quenches ~ the 
rating for the high hydrogen welds drops from. 59=69 percent to 25=31 percent9 
thus indica. ting hydrogen embri ttlement 0 As stated :pr eviously.9 the diff er-
en·ce between the welds deposited from the two electrodes at a notch depth 
of 00020 ino can be partially attributed to the difference in strength and 
ductility of the weld metal as indicated from the all=weld-metal tension 
coupons 0 
For the welds notched 0 0 080 ino deep.9 the air~cooled welds were 
subject to too much scatter to formulate any conclusions concerning the 
possible difference between the low hydrogen and the high hydrogen weldso In 
the quenched condition~ even though the scatter is larger.9 the low hydrogen 
welds appear to have a rating greater than 40 percent, whereas 1 the high 
hydrogen welds lie within the range of 24=32 percent~. with the exception of 
one test having a rating of 49 percento 
The welds notched 00120 ino deep indicate that the high hydrogen 
welds are considerably less ductile than the lo~ hydrogen welds, the ratings 
being 36=60 percent and 72~108 percent~ respectively 0 No difference is 
noted for the quenches employedo 
For welds not subject to hydrogen embrittlement~ the general level 
of ductility rating at the 00080 ino notch depth is significantly less than 
the level at the other two notch depthso For embrittled welds 9 the effect is 
most severe at the 00020 ino notch depth which has a rating as low as the 
specimens notched 0 0 080 ino deepo The effect of hydrogen is noted at all 
three notch depthso 
The values of the deflection at first drop in load for the trans= 
verse welds without heat treatment are given in Table 220 
350 Longitudinal Heat Treated Welds 
The results of the longitudinal preheated and postheated welds 
notched 0 0 020 ino deep are presented in Table 23 and graphically in Figo 470 
The specimens without heat treatment are also graphed for comparisono 
For the preheated specimens~ excepting two lo~ results for the 
E6016 tests 9 it is noticed that the rating for the low hydrogen welds remains 
c;onstant at 30=40 percent 0 However 9 in the case of the high hydrogen welds 9 
there is a pronouni(~ed decrease in rating from 30=40 percent to 7=14 :percent 
as the severity of the quench is increased from air=cooling to quenching 2 
minutes after weldingo 
For the po s thea ted specimens ~ the trend of the results is simi J ar 
to that of' the preheated specimenso The low hydrogen rating remains constant 
at 40,,:,,5~ percent,9 the high hydrogen rating decreases from 40=50 percent to 
20=25 percento-
Thus;; it is apparent that neither preheating to prevent the damage 
from occurring nor postheat,ing to remove the damage after it is present is 
affective in eliminating hydrogen embrittlementa However 9 it is .noted that 
the level of ductility increases as the heat treatment progresses from p:e= 
heating to postheatingQ The low hydrogen welds are-not sensitive to the low 
temperature cooling rate and react favorably to the heat treatments eID= 
ployedo 
36 0 Transverse ~ Treated Welds 
The results of the transverse heat treated welds notched 0 0 020 ino 
deep» presented in Table 24 and Fig() 489 are most interesting in that they 
ac~entuate the difference between the low hydrogen and high hydrogen weldso 
As a general indication of the effect of the heat treatments;) it is noted 
that the level of ductility increases as the treatment progresses from no 
heat treatment to preheating to postheatingo Of more in'terest is the efre~t 
the heat; trea tmen'ts ha ve on the comparison bet~-een the electrodes and on the 
hydrogen embritt.lement phenomeno!2o 
For the preheated transverse specimens.? the low hydrogen welds 
have a ductility rating of 80=97 percent for both conditions of quencho For 
the high hydrogen welds s however s there is a very pronounced reduction in 
ductility when quenched o The rating drops from 70=80 percent for the air= 
cooled condition to 34=44 percent fer the specimens quenched after 2 m.ir:n..Ites., Itis 
apparent that preheating does not eliminate hydrogen embrittlement for spec= 
imens subject to rapid cooling rateso 
Pronounced hydrogen embri ttlement was also found for the post""" 
heated Ste cimens o In this caS9Jl the high hydrogen air=cooled welds have a 
rating of 73-90 percent which drops to 52-89 percent for the quenched con-
ditiono Thus 9 there is a reduction in the difference between the ratings of 
air=cooled and quenched E6010 welds 9 but the embri ttlement is still pro= 
n01m,eedo The f'a~t that the embrittlement does not disappear with postheat= 
ing supports the conclusion that the chief cause of ambrittlement is micro= 
cracking 0 
370 Tests from Large Weld Specimens 
The results of the tests of the unslotted 18 ino by 36 ino weld= 
ments given in Figo 49 and Table 25 are essentially the same as those found 
w~th steel Ey except that the low hydrogen welds are superior to the high 
hydrogen welds at all three notch depthso The scatter is quite pronounced 9 
but the results seem to be in the same range of ductility as the results 
from the smaller air~cooled transverse weldmentso This indicates t~~t 
neither the increased cooling rate nor the increased restraint has a notice= 
able ef'i'ecto 
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IX DISCUSSION OF BEND TEsT RESULTS FOR STEEL D 
380 Plain Plate Specimens 
All of the specimens from Steel D (ASTM A242) were yelded without 
heat treatment o The results for the plain plate s:pecimens are given in 
Table 26 and are pre~ented graphically in .Fig;" 500 Note tba t the trend is 
similar to that found for steels E and B9 but that the deflections at the 
0 0 080 ino and the· 00120 ino notch depths are smaller than for the other steelso 
Thus~ the reduction in ductility for the 0 0 080 ino and the 00120 ina notch 
depths compared to the 00020 ina notch depth is greater for this steelo 
390 Longitudinal Welds Without Heat Treatment 
These results are II" esented in Table Z7 and graphically in Figo 510 
The most striking .rea tureab6ut . the results is the very low level of duct= 
ility as compared to the base plate deflectiono With only once exception9 
all of the tests at the three notch depths fall below a rating of 20 percento 
Thus 9 it is apparent that effects of welding other than hydrogen embrittle= . 
ment are extremely detrimental 0 This steel is a low=alloy high=tensile steel 
and the results indicate t:b..a t the effects of welding are more pronounced for 
thi3 particular steel than for the plain carbon steels tested o There is 
some further embrittlemen·t of quenched specimens notched t,o a depth of 00020 
ino It appears that the high hydrogen welds quen~hed wi thin 2 minu.tes after 
weld~ng cannot be expected to have a ductility much greater than 3 percent of 
the plain plate deflectiono Obviously this embrittlement is to be avoided o 
58. 
40 0 Transverse Welds Without Heat Treatment 
The transverse specimens also indicate a lower rating as compared 
to the plain carbon steels which vere testedo The results are presented in 
Table 28 and Figo 52e 
At a notch depth of 00020 ino 2) the low hydrogen welds have a duct= 
ility greater than 40 percent of the plain plate def1ectiono The high hy= 
drogen welds lie in the range of 17-35 percent9 there being a slight decrease 
from the air=cooled to the quenched conditionso The specimens notched 00080 
ino deep also indica. te some difference between the low hydrogen and the high 
hydrogen welds 0 The loy hydrogen welds are not affected by the quenches 
employed and have a rating of 32=47 percento The high hydrogen \Nelds appear 
to be slightly embrittled by the quench employed 9 the rating raIling from 
27=34 percent for the air~cooled specimens to 17=22 percent for the quenched 
welds 0 At a notch depth o·r 0 0 120 ino the rating is not affected by the coolczo 
ing conditionp the level of ductility £or all specimens lying in the range of 
25=38 percento 
The most important result of the series of weld test of steel D is 
the indi:~a tion of the detrimental effect of welding entirely independent of 
any hydrogen effecto It is quite possible that these other effects of weld= 
ing are masking the effects of hydrogeno 
The ~oos for the deflection at the first drop in load are pre= 
sented in Table 290 
X DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF RESTRAINT TEsTS 
410 First ~ Welds 
As discussed in section 18~ a weld bead was deposited as the first 
pass of a d9uble vee joint between two 3/4 ino piatese The specimens were 
machined after welding to remove visible inclusions or other irre~alaritieso 
As a result.?) the thi~knesses of the specimens are not the same0 The resuJ..ts 
could be influenced by this difference 
the test results of similar specimens v given in Table 301 indicates that the 
sfreet 18 probaQly negligibleo 
Because of their different ©ooling rates 9 the specimens prepared 
by the two procedures explained in section 18 are discussed separatelye 
Those containing an asbestos liner will be referred to as Series 19 those 
those without the l~e~ as Series 20 The results for both series ~~e given 
in Table 300 
In the results of the Series 1 tensiOM tests 9 there appears to be a 
slight reduction in the maximum stress and the elQnga tic!:!. of the restrained 
welds deposited from both the high hydrogen and the low hydrogen electrodeso 
For the high hydrogen 'Welds£, the valoos of' m.a..,..~um stress and elongat?ion a~e 
about 949000 psi and 0 0 10 ino for the un~estra~ed condition and 9 with the 
exception of one loy valueD 90 9 000 psi an,d 0008D ino for the ~estrained 
(~ondi ti.ono For the low hydrogen elei~trode.9 the unrestrained spe~im.e~s had 
a stress of 10.49 500 psi and an elongation of 0019 !nO.9 whils the restrained 
specim.ens indi:c;a, ted values of 100 9500 psi (excepting one l.ow value;) and 
0016 mo Thus 5) for triis series.9 it appears that the maximum stress a.nd the 
elongati.on are reduced by restraining Sl although the number of test,s per= 
60. 
formed and the differences reported do not yield conclusive results o 
For the Series 2 tests, the results are similar to those of Series 
10 The:m.a.ximum stress for the high bydrogen welds is lowered from 94,000 
psi to 90,9400 psi with the increase in restraint~ but the elongation remains 
about the same at 0012 ino 
Although only a limited number of tests were performed~ the conca<> 
sistenc,y of the results for the Series 1 and Series 2 specimens indicates 
that the physical properties of the welds were adversely affected by restrain-
ing o This ~onsistency justifies further investigation of the effects of' 
restraintQ 
420 Two Pass Welds 
Only specimens from the high hydrogen welds were tested as two pass 
welds 0 In all of these welds 9 the second pass was not completely fused with 
the "first passZ) making the results questionable e 
For the Series I tests 9 the maximum stress was reduced from 819100 
psi to 74.9300 psis> while the elongation remained constant as the restraint 
was increased o For the Series 2 tests,9 the res1..uts are somewhat contradic-
tory~ the maximum load increased from 78,9400 psi to 819100 psi as the spec-
imen -was restrained9 and the elongation decreased from 0018 ino to 0 0 14 ino 
Thus s for the Series I tests 9 the results are similar to those of' the single 
pass welds~ wherea&,the Series 2 tests conform to the trend for e1ongation~ 
but the trend is reversed for the maximum stresso 
The important result of the tests from both the single pass and the 
two pass welds is the indication that restraint is detrimental 9 possibly for 
welds deposited from both electrodeso 
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XI SUMMARY AND CONCIDSIONS 
430 Summary 
This progr.am was initiated to study some of the fa©tors affe~ting 
the physical properties of' welds deposited from commercially available elec= 
trodes on structural type steelso The E6016 (low hydrogen) type and the 
E6010 (high hydrogen) type ele~tl"odas were used in the investigation of hy= 
drogen embrittlemento The other related variables which were investigated 
as part of the program included the effects of' low tempera tUI"e cooling ra te ~ 
. heat treatments (preheat and postheatL, and restraint during weldingo The 
effects of the S9 variables were investigated at tJ.uo'ee regiolO.S of' the weldg 
the center of the weld metal9 the fusion zoneD and the heat affected ~o~eo 
In order to determine the effects of the variables listed above 9 
the properties or bead=on=plate welds as dete~ed by bend tests were in= 
vestigatedo The bend speccimens£) from larger weldments,9 were cut to 2 ino by 
6 ino and tested at =90 dego F 0 as simple beams on a 4t ino span 'With the 
weld beads in tension o The results were recorded and interpreted in tS1:':iniS 
of the maximum deflection£) the maximum load9 and the energy absorptiono In 
order to determine the effect at different .lol3ations in t,he weld 9 the bend 
spe.cimens were notched to three depths T,d th a 1/16 ino radiu$ millmg cutter 0 
The notches were so located that the base of the notch was at about the 
~enter of the weld metal (00020 ino deep)~ slightly abo1fB the .tu.sion line 
(0 0 080 ino deep) 9 and into the heat af.fe,cted zone (00120 ino deep) 0 
A prelim.iJmary in:~"estiga.tion ~s made of' the ef'fS(C~0S of restraint 
'~~ passes deposited in a prepared multiple pass double vee joint in 3/4 ino 
2',teelo The jig eonsist,ed of tw restraining plates between which "Were 
placed the specimens to be ",elded, the specimens were welded in the tmrestrain-
ed (unbolted) and the restrained (bolted) conditions y and tension specimens 
were prepared after welding 0 
440 Conclusions 
General 
(1) Hydrogen embri ttiement causes a reduction in the maximum load.\! 
the maximum deflection~ and the energy absorption of high hydrogen welds 
rapidly cooled at t,emperatures as loW' as 240 dego F 0 
Steel ~ (ASTM Firebox Quality A285C) 
(2) High hydrogen welds on Steel E are.subject to hydrogen em= 
brittlement in the weld metal but not in the other regions of the weldo High 
hydrogen welds tested in the longitudinal direction are embrittled qy water 
quenching less than four minutes after weldingo This time corresponds to a 
temperature of 300=320 dego F 0 For the transverse high hydrogen weldsJ) the 
ductility of the weld metal gradually decreases to about 50 percent of the 
value for the air=cooled condition as the quench time is decreased from 
eigh't minutes to two minutes after welding v the longer time corresponding to 
a temperature of' 24-0 deg 0 F 0 
(3) The weld metal produced from low hydrogen electrodes is not 
~:ubject to hydrogen embrittlement associated 'With the low temperature cool= 
:ing ra.'te s 0 
When tested.in the transverse direction9 the ductility of the 
low hydrogen weld is greater than that of the high hydrogen weld for all 
conditions of quench at the 0 0 020 ino notch deptho This difference is prob-
ably caused by the greater strength and ductility of the low hydrogen weld 
1 
,~ 
..::i:I.'.~ 
.•. ~ 
.. 
J 
<~ 
metal as indieated by the all=wsldometal tension tests o 
(5) The effe~ts of' hydrogen embrittlsrrent or the weld metal are 
not alleviated by preheating or postheating for welds tested in the long= 
itlwinaJ and the transverse direetionso Hovever9 the level of ductility is 
increased by the heat treatments so that the heat treated9 quenched welds· 
have about the same ductility as the air=cooled welds without heat treatmnt, 
(6 ) Preheating and subsequent quenching cause some detrimental 
action at the 000$0 ino notch depth for welds tested in the transverse and 
the-longitud~ dire~tionsq 
(7) For tests in the longitudinal dire~tion9 the effects of weld= 
ing are most severe at a notch depth of 00020 ino for all three conditions of 
heat ·treatment e 
(8) For w1ds tested in the trans1ffi:r'se dire©tion9 the material at 
tlhe 00080 ino notch depth is most criti~lly affected by 1Arelding,9 exclusive 
of r~drogen embrittlement9 ·~~t the effect is not 90 pronounced for the prs= 
heated specimens and vanishes for the postheated spec~ime:nso 
(9) The heat treatments increase the level of the ductility rating 
for "iJ\J791ds notched 0 0 020 ino deep and tested in the transverse and in the long= 
itUd~r~l dire~tionso However 9 the heat treatments are mOTS effective at the 
deepe!' notch depths9 :indicating that -the improvement at "the 0 0 020 ino notch 
depth may be a ref1ection of the improvement at the deeper depthso 
(J..O) For longitudinal weldss> the postheat treatment is generally 
more effective at ·the deeper notch depths tr..an is the preheat treatmento For 
transverse welds 9 the postheat treatment is more 6ffe~tive than the preheat 
treatment for quenched welds (except for the lc'W' hyct:ocgen welds which are 
equally benefited by both treatments at a not~h depth of 0 0 120 l.nO)9 but both 
heat treatments are equally beneficial. fc,r the air=·cooled weldso 
(11) Neither the cooling rate nor the restraint· of the weld beads 
.deposi ted on the 18 ino by 36 ino large weld specimens is sU£ficiently severe 
to cause embrittlament in the yald metal o 
(12) The advantage o£ employing the low hydrogen electrode for the 
welding o~ steel E is that it produces a more ductile weld metal o The low 
hydrogen weld metal is not subject to hydrogen embrittlement associated with 
rapid low temperature cooling rateso Therefore~ the low hydrogen electrode 
should be employed where rapid low temperature cooling rates are to be en~ 
countered 0 Typical applications would be tack welding (especially o£ heavy 
sections), welding of heavy sections 9 welding at low atmospheric temperatures, 
and depos~ting a short length weld on a massive section (attachment of load~ 
ing clips or brackets) 0 
steel ~ (ASTM A7) 
(13) Welds on steel B which are quenched to produce a rapid low 
temperature cooling rate are subject to hydrogen embrittlement in the weld 
metal 0 The cooling rate is influential at temperatures as low as 320 dege Fo 
when tested in the longitudinal direction and 250 dego Fo when tested in the 
transverse directiono 
(14) Heat treatment does not eliminate the effects of hydrogen 
embrittlemento However 9 the level of ductility is considerably raised by 
heat treatment for specimens tested in the longitud1na ] directiono In the 
transverse direction)) only the high hydrogen welds are improvedo The trans= 
verse low hydrogen welds without heat treatment are almost as ductile as 
the plain plate specimenso 
(15) After heat treatment, the difference between the quenched and 
the air=cooled welds at a notch depth of 0 0 020 ino becomes more pronounced in 
the longitudinal directiono In the transverse directionj the difference re= 
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mains a bout the same 0 
(16) For 'Welds without heat treatment ~ the longi t"ud oj nal welds are 
most sensi ti va to wIding at a notch depth of 00-020 ino ~ whe~eas the welds 
tested in the transverse direction are most sensitive at the 00080 ino notch 
deptho 
(17) ,High hydrogen -welds at a notch depth of 00080 ino and 0 0 120 
ino have a lower ductility than the low hydrogen welds tested in both the 
transverse and the longitudinal directions o For welds tested in the trans= 
verse direction» the difference is not associated with rapid cooling rates 
as is the hydrogen embrittlement of the weld metalo In the longitudinal 
direction9 the embrittleme~t may be dependent on the cooling rateo 
(18) The air-cooled large weld specimens were not subject to 
hydrogen embrittlement associated with rapidcoollng rates o HoweverJl the 
low hydrogen welds were 'more ductile than the high hydrogen welds at al1 
three notch depthso 
(19) The advantages of using. the low hydrogen electrode for welds 
on steel B are that the ef're~ts of' hydrogen embri'tt1ement of th,e wel.d metal~ 
associated with rapid low temperature cooling rates2) are eliminated and that 
the ductility at all three locations :L~ the, weld is greater than the high 
hydrogen -weld at the same,lo,cationso 
Steel 12 lASTM A242l 
(20) Steel D~ a low=alloy bigh=tensile steel~ is more adversely 
affected qy welding than the other two steels tested9 especially for the 
welds tested in the longitudinal directioTIo 
(21) Hydrogen embrittlem.ent is pr'6se:n:t at a notch depth of 0 0 020 
ino for welds tested in both directions 9 but is not as pronounced as for 
steels B and Eo 
66. 
( 22) The low hydrogen welds are more ductile than the high 
hydrogen welds for specimens tested in the longitudinal and the transverse 
direction at a notch depth of 0 0 020 ino and for specimens tested in the 
transverse direction at a notch depth of 00080 ino 
(23J' Th~~ad-kntages of using the low hydrogen electrode for this 
steel are that it produces a more ductile w-eld metal and l.,1.11 not be subj ect 
to hydrogen embrittlemento 
Restraint Tests 
(24) The preliminary restraint tests indicate that there is some 
detrimental effect on the physical properties when welds are produced under 
conditions of high restrainto Additional research is warranted on the basis 
of the preliminary tests of restrained weldso 
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TABLE 1 
SPECIMENS EXAMINED FOR MICRO-CRACKS 
SPEC. ELECTRODE QUENCHa MICRO-CRACKS 
Series 1 
B2lA E6ol0 AC None (electro-polish) 
B21B E6ol0 Q-l Many (Magnaflux and macro-etch) 
Series 2 
B38E2,3,4 E6016 AC None (Mech. -polish) 
B38F2,3,4 E6ol6 Q-l None (Mech. -polish) 
Series 3 
B56A2,3 E6ol0 AC None (electro-polish) 
B56B2,3 E6ol0 Q-2 Many (Magnaflux and macro-etch) 
Series 4 
B7lA2,3 E6ol0 AC None (electro-polish) 
B71B2,3 E6ol0 Q-2 Few (Magnaflux and electro-polish) 
B71C2,3 E6ol6 AC None 
B7lE2,) E6016 Q-2 None 
aQuench AC = air-cooled after welding 
Q-l = quenched in water 1 minute after welding 
TABLE 2 
DATA ON MICRO-CRACKS IN SPECD1EN B2lB 
MAGNAFLUX INDICATIONS AT 20X ON HORIZONTAL SURFACE 
FIELD NO. OF 
NO. CRACKS 
1 18 
2 18 
Av. length of crack = 0.0043 in. 
3 12 
Min. length of crack = 0.0019 in. 
4 8 
M!:IV 
,I.. ..... ~. length of crack = 0.0083 in. 
5 2 
Av angle of crack to 
6 :; welding direction = 88 deg. 
7 1 Av no. of cracks per 
unit length of weld = 57 per in. 
8 5 
9 3 
Total 70 in 1 1/4 in. 
MICRO-EXAMINA~ION OF LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
Av depth from as ground weld surface = 0.0041 
Av width : 0000063 
Av angle of crack to plate surface : 89 deg. 
1 
1 
,-
., 
-, 
j 
i ] 
'~ 
f 
Hardness 
Series 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
TABLE 3 
RESULTS OF VICKERS 'HARDNESS SURVEYS 
OF SPECIMENS B57A2, B2, C~h=and D2 
A2 and B2 welded with -E6bio electrode 
C~ and D2welded with E6016 electrode 
A2 and c4 air-cooled after 'welding 
B2 and D2 water quenched one minute after welding 
VICKERS HARDNESS VALUES 
Specimen ~':wMa HAZb 
B57A2 202-219 184-222 
B57B2 187-231 180-236 
B57C4 213-231 171-212 
B5'JD2 212-227 177-224 
B57A2 183-245 
B57B2 182-230 
B57C4 203-252 
B57D2 180-253 
B57A2 188-237 
B57B2 188-245 
B57C4 189:"245 
B57D2 171-238 
a WM = weld metal 
b HAZ = heat affected base metal 
C BM = unaffected base metal 
B~ 
123-163 
125-157 
126-158 
120-156 
131-169 
134-163 
149-188 
140-166 
140-169 
140-165 
136-179 
141-167 
E60l0 
WELD lvlETAL 
E60l6 
WELD METAL 
STEEL B 
PLATE 5 
STEEL B 
PLATE 6 
STEEL E 
PLATE 1 
STEEL E 
PLATE 2 
STEEL D 
PLATE 2 
. TABLE 4 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PLATE MATERIAlS AND 
ALL-WELD-METAL SAMPLES 
COMPOSITION··IN PERCENT 
C Mn P S Si Cu Ni 
0 0 11 0.63 00012 0~030 0.0Z"l 
0011 0.96 0 .. 014 0.022 0036 
Cr 
, ..... 
l 
f 
~.- ... ......-......- ........ ---.....~~-."---- .. -- ... -.---~ 
TABLE 5 
SUMMARY OF RESULT.S OF TENSILE TESTS OF BAB.E PLATE SPECIMENS 
HAVING J. /? IN. :B'Y 3/4 IN. TEST SECTION AND 2 IN. GAGE LENGTH 
-, 
STEEL B 8~I!EEL D STEEL E 
UPPER MAX. % ELON. UPPRR MAX. {fi ELON. UPPER MAX. ~e .ELON. 
SPEC. Y. .P. STRENGTH IN 2 IN. SPEC. )'f .F . STRENGTH ~ 2 IN. SPEC.L ~.P. STRENGTH N 2 IN. 
psi psi psi psi psi psi 
PLATE'-6" '''PLATE 2 PLATE 2 
B21D :3.3800 57000 42 D1F 77000 4·1 E3C 37600 61400 39 
B25B .34·000 59900 47 D2E 50700 78800 36 E4E 59100 45 
B27D 34800 59700 45 D3F 50700 78200 37 E9A 36300 59400 ~5 
B39A 35300 59400 4·6 D6c 51500 78400 38 E9D 36400 60200 45 
B39C 35600 59300 D12J 51.000 78500 40 E9F 35600 60200 44 
B42F 36200 59300 ~·l Av 51000 78200 3E EllX 37700 60600 43 
B46D 33400 58900 46 E13N1 35100 59300 45 
B48c .34-300 594·00 E15A 36100 59200 46 
Av '34700 59100 43- E15D 35400 60300 42 
E17A 34000 . 60300 41 
PLATE 5 E22C 33500 59800 43 
E29N1 36300 59400 45 
B52L 33700 59300 43 E30D 36500 61100 42 
B52N 34100 59000 45 Av 35900 60000 43 
B52P 34800 58100 46 
B52S 34600 58000 45 PLATE 1 
B56c 33200 58400 43 
B65D 35100 58200 43 E39A 33700 61700 43 
B75E 35100 58300 47 E39C 36400 63900 40 
B76B 37100 58600 45 E39E 38700 62200 45 
B78F • 0 ••• 59300 45 E39F 36000 62400 41 
B80D 36900 58700 46 Av 36200 62600 42 
Av 35000 58600 45 
TOTAL Av 34·800 58800 45 TOTAL Av 36000 60600 43 
SPEC. 
B74A 
B74B 
Av 
STEEL B 
UPPER MAX. 
YaP. STRENGTH 
psi psi 
PLATE 5 
31700 57600 
32500 57300 
32100 57'400 
·,~ 
TABLE 6 
~,:~~:i::.; 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TENSILE TESTS OF BASE PLATB SPECIMENS 
HAVING 1 1/2 IN. BY 3/4 IN. TEST SECTION AND 8 IN. GAGE LENGTH 
STEEL D STEEL E 
% ELON. UPPER MAX. ~ ELON. UPPER MAX. if ELON. 
IN 8 IN. SPEC. Y.P. STRENGTH 8 IN. SPEC. Y.P. S~NGTH R 8 IN. 
psi psi psi psi 
PLATE 2 PLATE· 1 
32 D16A2 50600 78000 28 E39A 34200 60400 32 
33 D16B1 51400 78200 27 E39c 36000 63000 30 
32 Av 51000 78100 27 E39F 35200 61100 30 
Av 35100 61500 31 
PLATE 2 
E30C 35900 58000 32 
',. ,. .• Iiii4JI ... --._-'-" ____ •.• .J... <.-..... __ u~_. __ .. ,._.!~~ .... -"-•• ~ • .• -.-~~....,;;u.~~, 1'1 ,l .... "k. UiIjIil.J;Io_~;': ~
SPEC .. 
£600 
B6L~ 
Av 
TABLE 7 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TENSILE TESTS OF ALL-WELD-METAL SPECIMENS 
HAVING 1/2 IN. DIAMETER TEST SECTION. AND- 2 IN. GAG£LENGTH 
E6010 E6016 
0/ H'!T.nN UPPER MAX. ~ ET ~r UPPER MAY LU~ Co ~ .. ~~. 10 ......, ..... "" •• 
YoP. STRENGTH N 2 INo SPEC. Y.P. S01RENGTH IN2IN. 
psi psi psi psi 
.56000 65800 23 B6lR 65200 75100 31 
55800 65500 23 B6lT 65700 76200 32 
)5900 65600 23 65400 75600 31 
TABLE 8 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF HYDROGEN ANALYSES 
Hydrogen concentration given in parts per million 
CORE WIRE 
E601.6 
SPEC" CONG. 
lOA 
lOB 
lOC 
ppm 
0.0 
0 .. 3 
0.0 
0·5 
0.0 
1.2 
SPEC. CONCa 
16A 
ppm 
0.0 
0.0 
PLAIN PLATE 
. STEEL-B STEEL D STEEL E 
SPEC. CONG . SPEC. CONC • SPEC. CONG • 
B47A 
ppm 
1·32 
0·55 
0.1 
0.0 
D3B 
ppm 
0.0 
0.0 
El(B 
ppm 
0.1 
0.0 
TABLE 8 (Cant.) 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF HYDROGEN ANALYSES 
WELD SPECIMENS 
EbOl0 EbOlb 
TYPE 1 TYPE 2 TYPE 1 TYPE 2 
SPEC. CONCo SPEC. CONC. SPEC. CONCo SPEC .. CONC. 
ppm ppm ppm ppm 
STEEL B 
B72F 1·5 B71G 000 B76A 000 
106 000 000 
101 000 
300 0.0 
B71F 105 
102 
1.2 
Av I:b 
I STEEL D DlA 309 DlB 005 301 0,,2 ! Av 305 Av ~ t 
I 
1 STEEL E 
E11C 106 E22D 3·0 El7D 002 E22E 000 
007 1,,4 0.2 9.4 
Av 1.2 105 Av 002 0.0 
1,,8 Av 0 .. 1 
Av 109 
CONCENTRATION THROUGH WELD CROSS-SECTION 
TYPE 3-A TYPE 3-B TYPE .3-C TYPE 3-D TYPE 3-E 
SPEc. CONCa SPEC. CONC. SPEC. CONCa SPEC. CONC. SPEC. CONC. 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 
STEEL B 
B44B 0·3 B44A 1·3 B44B O,2a B44A 0.0 B44A 0,,3 
1~2 1.8 0.6a 002 0.0 
~ L B44B 1.4 A '7 1=(.lili"R 0,,3 B44B 007 J.~'!+ L.:.J.. ,J..I--O-'''''' 
Av 1.0 3·1 004 0·3 
1.4 Av 0.2 Av 0·3 
Av ~ 
a Poor fusion in analysis - probably low 
TABLE 9 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF PLAIN PLATE BEND TESTS OF STEEL E 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT HEATED rt:50 DEG 0 F. FOR 1 HOUR BEATED 1150 DEG. F. FOR 1 HOUR 
MAX. LOAD MAX. LOAD MAX. LOAD 
SPEC. MAX. PER 2 IN. SPEC. MAX. PER 2 IN. SPECg MAX. PER 2 IN. 
DEFL. WIDTH DEFL. WIDTH DEFL. WIDTH 
0.020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
E12U 0.998 25800 E1801 0.960 25800 E13Ll .1.038 25100 
E12V 0.881 25400 E1802 00811 25300 E13L2 1.020 25,00 
E18w1 1.202 25900 E1BPl 0·952 25200 E1BT1 1.203 25100 
E33J2 00641 25700 E18P2 0·987 25200 E18T2 1.115 24800 
E35Cl 0·'795 26200 Av 0·929 Av 1.094 
E36A2 0.871 26100 
E3BH2 01.735 26300 
Av o-:87b 
0.080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
EllU 0·369 21700 E1BMl OQ522 21400 E13Ml 0.451 20200 
El1V 0.446 21100 E18M2 0·509 21100 E13M2 0.496 20800 
E18w2 0.437 21200 E18Yl 0.523 21200 E18vl 0·570 21700 
E32Gl 0.454 21Boo E1BY2 0.489 22100 E18v2 0.;62 218)0 
E33Jl 00562 22900 Av 0·511 Av 0.520 
E35C2 0.449 21500 
E37Cl 0.565 22000 
Av (5:469 
0.120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
E19U 00329 18600 E18L1 0.442 19300 E1301 0.467 19000 
E19V 0.418 19400 E18L2 00388 19100 E1302 0.410 18800 
E3.2G2 0·391 19700 E18s'1 0·331 18000 E13Pl 0·358 18100 
E36Al 0·364 19200 E18s2 0.412 18700 E13P2 0·385 18500 
E37C2 0·39B 19300 Av 0·393 Av 0.405 
E38Hl 0·384 19400 
Av 0·381 
':. ,···.·i:. " .•. ,j':l'lll·"..i-d:.~~'r.'m·;I.;;"~(,:~ 
' .•...•. i .~ ....... ~, k' .... ::.IJ.ll,-.. tlb .. .;.. .... ' .~ . ....Li..il ,~.J,~~.J1i.dt.t~ ItWJJj~ •• 
SPEC 0 
E3A 
E3B 
E9A 
E15A 
E46E 
E46F 
M6C 
E46D 
E46A 
E40B 
E3C 
E3D 
E9B 
E15B 
E22A 
TABLE 10 
SUMMARY OF RESULT SOF LONGITUDINAL WELD BEND T'ESTS OF STEEL E 
WITHOUT- BEAT TREATMENT 
E6010 E60l6 
MAX 0 % PLAIN Mllo LOAD MAx 0 % PLAIN MAX 0 LOAD .. PLATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 PLATE PER 2 INo 
DEFLo DEFLo wT111'H DEFLo DEFLo WfDTH 
0 0 020 INdli NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 130 15 19100 E3E 0 0 121 14 18600 
0 0 104 12 18100 E3F 0 0 231 26 22100 
0~143 16 20100 Ege 0 0 164 19 20400 
00 287 33 24000 E15e 0 0 293 34 23000 
0 0 142 16 19600 
0 0 203 23 21300 
0 0 150 17 19700 
0 0 174 20 20600 
0 0 030 3 15700 
0 0 154 18 19900 
0 0 037 4 15500 E3G 0 0 199 23 20700 
0 0 035 4 15400 E3H 0 0 201 23 20700 
0 0 030 3 14400 E9Da 0 0 027 3 14500 
0 0 035 4 15000 E15D 0 0 246 28 21800 
0 0 041 5 15400 E22B 0 0 178 20 21600 
E22C 0 0 279 32 24000 
a Gas holes observed in notcho 
, 9 
qUENCH 
AC 
Q-8 
Q.;.,6 
. Q..,4 
Q ... ~ 
SPEC o 
E8E 
E9E 
E17E 
E41E 
E8C 
E8D 
E9F 
E4IA 
E4A 
E4B 
E15E 
E4e 
E4D 
E15F 
TABLE 10 (Cont&) 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LONGITUDINAL WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL E 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
E6010 E6016 
% PLAIN MAX 0 LOAD MAX 0 %·PLA.IN MAX. LOAD MAX 0 PlATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 PlATE PER 2 INo DEFLo DEFLo 'wrDrH DEFLo DEFL~ WIDTH 
0 0 080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 139- 30 17600 E8E 0 0181 39 18600 
0 0 196 42' 18900 EBF 00210 45 2DOOO 
0 0 147 31 17800 E9G 00092 20 16100 
0 0 150 32 18600 E17F 0 0 193 41 19200 
E41D 0 0 112 24 17500 
0 0 180 38 18500 E8G 00185 39 18600 
00107 23 16500 EaH 0 0 178 38 19900 
0 0 164 35 18400 E9H 0 0 187 40 18900 
0 0114 24 17500 E41C 0 0 155 33 17400 
0 0 120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0171 45 16800 E4E 0 0 242 64 20200 
0 0 125 33 16100 E4F 0 0 228 60 21200 
0 0 142 37 16400 E17/t.. 0 0 184 48 17800 
0 0 135 36 16100 E4G 0 0 124 ~3 15400 
00146 38 16400 E4H 00119 31 ,15500 
0 0150 39 16500 E17B 00080 21 14100 
CIDENCH 
AC 
J ] " 
Qca2 4 
.1 
:t 
.::l 
~ 
~1 
1 
t 
AC 
Q=2 
SPEC 0 
Ell 
EIB 
E7C 
E38A 
Else 
EleD 
E45C 
E45D 
EISA 
EIBB 
E38E 
E38C 
EIBJ 
E35D 
E38D 
E38E 
E16G 
EISR 
E38F 
E38G 
EIC 
ElD 
E5E 
E7Da 
E45A 
E45B 
TABLE 11 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TRANSVERS'E WELD BEND TESTS ~ OF STEEL E 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
E60l0 E60l6 
MAX 0 % PLAIN MUc LOAD - " MAX 0 % PLAIN MAX. LOAD 
DEFLo 
"pIATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 DEFL~ PLATE P'ER ~IN~ DEFLo WII:YrH DEFLo WIDTH 
0 0 020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 504 58 24700 E2A 0 0 663 76 26600 
0 0 498 57 25000 E7E 0 0 748 86 27000 
00482 55 25200 El6E 0 0 743 85 2'7800 
0 0 347 40 24000 E16F 0 0 806 92 28000 
0 0 602 69 25700 
0 0 390 67 26400 
0 0 504 58 26600 
0 0 531 61 28000 
0 0 431 49 25500 
0 0461 53 25200 
00381 44 24600 
0 0339 39 23700 
0 0270 31 22300 
00409 47 24700 
0 0 322 37 24200 
0 0297 34 23900 
0 0 236 27 21500 
0 0 318 36 23200 
00 254 29 22900 
0 0 297 34 23400 
0 0 224 26 21000 EIE 0 0 651 74 26900 
0 0 198 23 20200 ElF 0 0 900 75 27600 
0 0 111 13 18400 E5F 0 0 708 81 27100 
00210 24 .... ,,,1"'\.1"'1. Gl..GVV E7F 0 0 806 92 27800 
.;. 
..... 
0 0 262 30 22800 E45E 0 0 805 . 92 28800 
0 0215 25 21800 E45F OQ811 93 28700 
"' 
"' 
a Quenched after 2 mino 15 sec o 
ctUENCH 
AC 
Q<K>12 
Q':"g 
Q=8 
Q.-6 
Q=4·· 
Q",,2 
Qa:>1 
" 
SPEC~ 
E6A 
E6B 
EIOA 
E10E 
E6C 
E6D 
EIOB 
EIOF 
E2C 
E2D 
E20C 
E26C 
E31B 
E2E 
E2F 
E20D 
E26D 
E3U 
TABLE 11 (Canto) 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS Of TRANSVERsE WELD BEND TE-STS OF STEEL E 
WITHOUT BEAT TREATMENT 
E6010 E6016 
MAX 0 % ~LAIN MAIo LOAD - - Mao % PLA.IN MAX 0 LOAD PLATE PER 2 IN. SPEC 0 PLATE PER 2 INa DEFLo DEFLo WIDrH DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH 
00080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 282 60 21600 E6E 0 0 215 46 20000 
OQ254 54 21100 E6F 0 0 234 50 20000 
0 0306 65 21300 EI0C 0 0 228 49 20000 
00347 74 22100 E32B 0 0175 37 19000 
0 0 158 34 18800 E7A 0 0 325 69 21600 
0 0 234 50 20600 E7B 0 0 276 59 21000 
0 0176 38 18600 E10D 0 0 335 71 21600 
0 0 268 57 21200 E32,A 0 0 305 65 22000 
0 0120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 286 75 19200 E5A 00422 III 21200 
0027.6 73 19500 E5B 0 0 442 116 20700 
0 0275 72 19200 E20E 0 0232 61 18700 
0 0 284 75 20100 E26E 00254 67 19500 
0 0 278 73 19000 E31D 0 0 251 66 20400 
E31F 00287 76 20100 
0 0 269 71 19200 
00252 66 18800 E5C 00475 125 20500 
00266 70 19400 E5D 00455 120 21200 
00269 71 19700 E20F 00239 63 19200 
00294 77 19400 E26F 00268 71 19700 
E31C 00341 90 21000 
E31E 00320 84 20100 
QUENCH 
AC 
Q ... 2 
"l 
1 
~ 
1 
j 
"1 
-j 
i 
AC 
Q=3 
Q..,2 
F 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
! 
I 
TABLE 12 
ENERGY ABSORPTION OF· TRANSVERSE WELD BEND SPECIMENS 
OF STEEL E WITHOUT ~ TREAT.r-iEh"'T 
E6010 E6016 
SPEC 0 ENERGY SPEC 0 ENERGY QUENCH 
:ft' ~ ilio fto IDo 
0 0 020 INCH NarCH DEPTH 
Ell 853 E2A 1146 AG 
ElB 851 E7E 1395 
E7C 844 El6E 1429 
E38A 562 E16F 1569 
El6C 1108 Q-12 
El6D 1084 
E45C 920 
E45D 968 
El6A 751 Q=9 
E16B 803 Q=8 
E38B 621 
E38C .539 
El6J 420 Q=6 
E35D 682 
EJ8D 517 
E38E 490 
E16G 354 Qac4 
E16H 4971 
E38F 399 
E38G 469 
EIC 320 ElE 1200 Q-2 
EID 273 Elf 1785 
E5E 146 E5F 1324-
E7Da 304 E7F 1565 
E45A 403 E45E 1591 Q-I 
E45B 320 E45F 1585 
a Quenched after ~ ~0 l5 sec o 
TABLE 12 (Conte) 
ENERGY ABSORPTION OF TRANSVERSE WELD BEND SPECIMENS 
OF STEEL E WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
E60l0 E6ol6 
SPEC 0 ENERGY SPEC 0 ENERGY QUENCH 
fto lbo fto lb. 
0 0 080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
E6A 420 E6E 296 AC 
E6B 367 E6F 313 
ElOA 440 E10C 312 
EIOE 530 E32B- 230 
E6C 205 E7A 161 404 Q-2 
E6D- 331 E7B 393 
ElOB 221 E10D 497 
E10F 383 E32A 461 
0 0 120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
E2C 381 E5A 610 AC 
E:2D '370 E5E 635 
E20C 367 E20E 297 
E26C 394 E26E 340 
E3lB 387 E31D 306 
E3lF 385 
E2E 361 Q=3 
E2F 3-::~ JJ E5C 500 Q-2 
E20D 353 E5D 663 
E26n 367- E20F 308 
E3lA 406 E26F 351 
E31C 498 
E31E 437 
SPEC 0 
E21E 
E21G 
E23A 
E23D 
E21F 
E21H 
E23B 
E23C 
E25B 
E25D 
E25A 
E25C 
E27B 
E27D 
E27A 
E27C 
TABLE 13 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS O·FLONGITUDIN.A1 WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL E 
PREBEATED··TO 450 DEG o Fo FOR 1 HOUR 
E6010 E6016 
% PLA~:N MAt 0 LOAD MA.X"o % PUiN MAX 0 tOAD MUo p'UTE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 PLATE P~.2_ INo 
DEFLo DEFLo wIIJ.fH DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH 
0 0 020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 322 35 24400 E21B 0 0 434 47 27800 
0 0 262 28 22400 E21C 0 0 401 43 25000 
0 0 391 42 24600 E23F .0 0 -:364: 39 23500 
0 0 403 43 24700 E23H 0 0382 41 255()O 
0 0 127 14 18600 E2U 0 0331 36 25900 
0 0143 15 19100 E21D 00428 46 26400 
0 0 148 16 18800 E23E 0 0 336 36 23800 
0 0 184 20 19600 E23G 0 0 295 32 22500 
0 0 080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 372 73 22600 E25F 0 0 329 64 22400 
0 0 336 66 21400 E25H 00389 76 22300 
0 0 299 CIl v~ 20500 E25E 00·251 49 20400 
0 0193 38 18700 E25G 0 0 267 52 20000 
0 0 120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 200 51 17900 E27F 0 0 198 50 16900 
0 0273 71 18700 E27H 00262 67 18200 
0 0264 67 18100 E27E 00274 70 18600 
0 0 323 82 18600 E27G 0 0 197 50 17100 
QUENCH 
AC 
Q-2 
AC 
Q.-2 
AC 
Qoc2 
SPEC 0 
EllP 
EIIR 
E32D 
E33H 
EllS 
. E11T 
E33E 
E33G 
E19N 
El90 
E19P 
EI9R 
E24A 
E24C 
E33F 
E24B 
E24D 
E32C 
E39B 
TABLE 14 . 
sDMMARy OF RESULTS OF TRANSVERSE WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL E 
PREmiTED TO 450 DEG o Fe FoR" 1-" HOuR 
E60l0 E6016 
% PLAIN MAXc LOAD MAio % PLAIN MAX 0 LOAD M.AXo PLATE FER 2 INo SPEC~ PLATE PER 2"" IN~ 
" DEn 0 DEFLo WII11'B: DEFLo DEFL"o WIDTH 
0 0 020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0 0 7031 76 27400 E19J 0 0 873 94 27500" 
0 0 062" 71 27300 E19K 10118 102 27800 
00502 54 25900 E33E 0 0 855 92 28300 
0 0 706 76 27900 E33D 0 0 870 94 28300 
0 0 363 39 23700 E19t 1 0 060 114 27800 
0 0 382 41 23900 " E19ll 0 0 914 98 27900 
0 0 367 40 24200 E33.A, 0 0 823 89 28700 
0 0 323 35 23900 E3"3C 0063"5 68 28100 
0 0 "080 INCH NOTCH" DEPTH 
0 0 427 84 23000 " E19S 00452 88 23000 
0 0469 92 23400 E20A 00501 98 23500 
0 0306 60 21800 E19T 0 0 368 72 2"2600 
0 0 363 71 21900 E20B 00358 70 22400 
\.f· 0 0 120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
.... ' 
0 0 486 124 21900 E24E 0 0 503 128 2J.. 70"t) 
0 0 515 131 21900 E26A 0 0 456 116 21300 
0 0 410 104 21400 E32F 00391 100 21000 
E32E 0 0 321 82 20800 
0 0 35"3 90 20300 E24F 0 0 496 126 21600 
00349 89 20400 E26B 0 0497 126 21600 
00317 81 19800 E39H 0 0 460 117 21500 
0 0 377 96 19700 
QUENCH 
AC 
Q=2 
1 
~ j 
i 
t 
AC 
Q=2 
AC 
Q<E>3 
Q=2 
SPEC" 
E28B 
E28D 
E28C 
E46H 
E40B 
E40D 
E4:OA 
E,40G 
E34E 
E4'~B ,.# 
E4''''C ~, ,;,.j 
E.";~E 
Ei~JA 
~.3D 
E6010 
TABLE 15 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LONGITUDINAL WELD BEND TESTS 
OF STEEL E POSTHEATED TO 1150 DEGo F 0 FOR 1 HOUR 
E6016 
% PLAIN Milo LOAD % PLAIN Milo LOAD 
MAr 0 PIATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 MAX 0 PLATE PER 2 mo 
DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH 
00020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
O04ZJ 38 24800 E28F 00481 44- 26800 
00402 37 23300 E28H 00392 36 23000 
0 0 202 19 '19100 E28E 00453 41 24800 
00192 18 19300 E28G o 03et? 35 22900 
E4lF 00409 37 25100 
00080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
00283 54 19600 E40F 00313 60 21800 
00423 81 23800 E40H ,00432 83 23600 
002:52 48 20300 E40E 00357 69 22700 
0 0 ,423 81 22200 E40G 00369 71 2.l400' 
00120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
o ;Jry"'l 0,,,,,'0..l.. 116 21000 E35B 00479 ll8 20700 
0 0341 84 19100 E43F 00380 94 20900 
00314 76 20700 E43H 0 0 397 98 21000 
Oo4t:l no 21100 E38J ,00469 116 19900 
0 0 373 92 19500 E43E 0 0 346 85 20000 
0 0 317 7t3 19100 E43G 0 0 379 94 21000 
QUENCH 
AC 
Q-2 
AC 
Qoo2 
AC 
Q-2 
SPEC,) .MA.Xo 
DEFL;) 
ElIJ 0 0615 
EIIK 00514 
E36D 00484 
E37D 00769 
EllL 0,,540 
EIlM 00358 
E36C 00454 
E36G 0 0546 
'-;nnT ~_~..w 00594 
EI,2M 00545 
E}7F 00488 
E42D 0,,359 
EIZN 0 0 559 
E120 00465 
E~2C 00368 
El.4,C 0 0 501 
El4E 00492 
E:,43 00482 
sl4D 00457 
TABLE 16 
SUMMlffiY OF RESULTS OF TRANSVERSE WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL E 
POSTffiATED TO 1150 DEGo F 0 FOR 1 HOUR 
E60l0 E6016 
% PLAIN MAX<> LOAD % PLAIN MA.Xo LOAD QUENCH 
PLATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 MAlo PLATE PER 2INo 
DEFLo WIDTH DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH 
00020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
56 . 25400 E12J 10110 102 26300 AC 
47 24100 E12K 1015r 105 26600 
44 24300 E.35F 00937 86 26500 
70 25900 E37B OoS63 79 27000 
E42I3 Oo89S 82 27300 
49 23600 Elll~ 00923 . 84 26000 Q-2 
33 22400 EIIO 0 0 820 75 26300 
42 23400 E35E :0 0 890 0' OJ.. 27000 
50 24000 E42l~ 00884 81 28500 
0 0080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
114 22400 EI2P 00614 li8 22400 AC 
105 22200 El2R 0 0380 73 20800 
94 22100 E36F 00365 70 20300 
'69 21800 E42F 00399 77 22200 
101 22100 E12S 06433 83 21000 Q~2 
89 21400 E12T 00422 81 21000 
71 22200 E36E 00607 117 22600 
E42E 0 0392 75 21900 
0 0120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
124 19500 E14G 00496 122 20000 AC 
121 19900 E14J 00520 128 19800 
119 19900 El4F 00471 116 19800 Q-~ 
113 19700 "Ml4H t. 00517 128 20000 
a Spe~imen not fractured - reached limit of test jig. 
~ 
~ 
~ --
:~ 
.~ 
i 
"1 j 
--, 
1 
.J j 
::1 
-".. 
J 
. ., 
.~ 
1 
J 
I 
-"4 j 
SPEC. 
E33H 
TABLE 17 
DEFLECTION AT FIRST DROP IN LOAD FOR BEND 
TEST SPECIMENS OF STEEL E NOTCEED 0.020 in. DEEP 
Eb010 
MAX. 
DEFL. 
00706 
PLAIN PLATE SPECIMENS 
DEFL. AT 
SPEC" MAX" 1ST DROP 
DEFL" IN LOAD 
WITHOUT HEAT TBE.ATMENT 
E1SW1 1.202 0.884 
E12U 0.998 00861 
E12V 0.887 0?878 
HEATED 450 DEG 0 F. FOR 1 HOUR 
E1801 0.960 0.838 
WELD 'SPECIMENS 
E601b 
DEFL .. AT DEFL. AT 
1ST DROP SPEC. MAX. ).ST DROP 
IN LOAD DEFL. IN LOAD 
SPECIMENS WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT-' ,.,., 
E16E 0.743 0.677 
E45E 00805 0·715 
PHEHEATED SPECIMENS 
00664 E19J 00873 0.831 
E19K 1?118 00873 
E33B 0.855 00711 
E33D 00870 00688 
E19L 10060 00893 
E19M 00914 00862 
E33A 00823 00817 
POSTHEATED SPECIMENS 
E12J 1 '1 fi " .......... v 0.,694-
E37B 00863 0.847 
E42B 00898 0·775 
E1lN 0,,923 0,,694 
Ell0 00820 00692 
E4?A. 00884 0.,730 
QUENCH 
AC 
Q-1 
AC 
Q-2 
AC 
Q-2 
• 
. .. -::,,~!:~ .... 
:---.. .,t<' . 
TABLE 18 • l. ..... , -
.,-~,,~ 
','::~"'; 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TRANSVERSE WELD BEND TEST SPECIMENS FROM 
; .. ~.: '.~ 
18 IN 0 BY 36 IN 0 AIR-COOLED WELDMENTS OF STEEL B 4_ •.• _ 
; 
E6010 E60:L6 ,;,,~-~ 
% PLAIN MAX IJ LOAD % PUIN MAX <5 LOP. n --__ .-. i 
SPEC Q MAX 0 , PLATE PER 2 INo SPEC o MAXo PlATE PER 2 INo 
DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH 
PLATE WITHOUT swrs 
0.020 INCH ~OTCH DEPTH 
EllE 0 0 332 38 23600 EllA 00713 81 Z7500 
Ellli 0 0 407 47 25100 EllD 00750 86 Z7100 
El2A. 0 0 48.3 55 25800 E19B 00743 85 Z7600 
El2D 0 0 539 62 26000 E19C 00795 91 27500 
0 0 080 INCH NJy.rCH DEPTH 
EIlF O .. 2lS 46 20000 EilB 00286 61 21200 
EIIG 00235 50 20600 Elle 0.2:77 59 21200 
El2F 00192 4l 20400 E19E 00254 54 21000 
E12G 00262 56 21400 El9H 0 .. 135 29 17800 
0 0 120 INCH NOTCH DEPTY 
El2B 00260 68 19700 E1.9A 0 0180 ·47 18600 
E12C O022i1 76 19100 E19D OoZ77 73 19500 
K:2E 0.:;;273 72 19500 E19F 0 0169 44 17700 
PlATE WITH SLOTS 
-
00 020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
El3E 00461 53 24600 E13A Oe743 85 27100 
E13H 00405 46 24200 E13D 00641 73 26600 
E1SB 00617 71 26200 E29B 00722 83 27100 
E29C 0.8Z7 95 Z7400 
0 6 080 INCH NarCH DEPTH 
Ei3F OQZl4 58 21100 E13B 0.245 52 20.300 
El3G 00292 62 21100 E13C 00279 59 21000 
ElSE 00235 50 19900 E29E 00243 52 19700 
E18H 0 0252 54 20500 E29H 00228 49 19600 
0 0 120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH '1 
ElBA. OQ237 62 18700 E29A 00345 91 20200 
Else 00262 69 19300 E29D 00259 68 18300 
E18D 00313 82 19100 E29F 00343 90 20400 
~18F 00286 75 18400 E29G 00235 62 18700 
~18G 00250 66 18600 
- ,.. .. -.. - .... ~ ........ ~.-.-... - ..... , 
TABLE 19 
SUMMAR_! OF RESULTS OF; PLAIN PLATE BEND TESTS OF STF~L B 
- -orr - _~_~= ____ ~~~_~~_-~-~ 
WITHOUT HEAT TRE!ATMER.r HEATED At50 DEG. F 0 FOR 1 HOUR 
MAX .. LOAD'" - MAX. LOAD 
!!EATEn 1150 DEG. _ F. FOR 1 HOUR 
MAX. LOAD 
SPEC 0 MAX 0 PER 2 IN 0 SPEC e MAX 0 PER ~~ IN II SPEC. MAX • PER 2 IN Q 
DFTh'L . WIDrI'H DEFL 0 WIDTH DEFL • WIDTH 
... - -
0.020 INCH NOTCH D:E!P:rH 
B1J 0.802a 27400 B27A O.992a 27100 B60S1 0·970 27200 
B34cl 00769 27400 B5'2K 00891 27600 B60u 0·925 26900 
B50K 00823 27500 B53U 00835 27700 B60v 00938 26600 
B50N 00827 27400 B53V 00933 27:>00 Bb1V 0·939 27300 
Av 0.805 Av 0·913 Av 0.94, 
0.080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
BlK 00515a 22800 
B50P 0·501 23000 
B50Q 00493 23500 
B50R 0,,529 23100 
Av 00510 
00120 INCH NOTCH DBPrH 
B34A oo431a 20600 
B34C2 00427 20500 
B50J 00,88 21000 
B50L 00385 21100 
B50M 00316 21200 
Av 0.401 
a Ames dial 
TABLE 20 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LONGITUDINAL WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL B 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
EbOl0 
% PLAIN MAX. LOAD 
SPEC. MAX. PLATE PER 2 IN . SPEC. MAX. 
DEFL. DEFL. WIDTH DEFL. 
0.020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
B26Aa 0.134 17 
B26£.a 0.044 5 
B37Aa~ 0.101 13 
B40Aa 0.052 7 
B46A 0.052 6 
B46B 0.061 8 
B46c 00118 15 
B40ca 00170 21 
B47E 0.085 11 
B75D 0.115 14 
B76G 0.110 14 
B38Ga 0.048 6 
B47F 00040 5 
B15Cab 0.035 4 
B26ca 0.040 5 
B27Ba 00034 4 
B37Cac 0.026 3 
B46n 00035 4 
B-46E 00029 4 
B46F 0.035 4 
B25Aa 0,027 3 
B25Ba 0.028 3 
B31Eac 0,030 4 
a Mill scale not removed 
b 3 in 0 by 9 in. weldment 
c Electrode not dried 
20300 
16700 
19700 
16300 
16900 
17300 
20000 
21000 
18200 
19700 
19400 
15700 
16300 
15900 
16500 
16200 
16400 
16100 
15900 
16200 
15100 
15400 
15600 
d Quenched after 2 min& 25 sec. 
B26Da 0.102 
B37Bac 00122 
B40Ba 0.140 
B46G 00063 
B46H 0.076 
B47A 00166 
B15Dab 00113 
B27Ca 0.092 
B27Dad 0.069 
B47B 0.109 
B47C 0.128 
B47D 0.203 
B25Ca 0.156 
B25Da 0.141 
B37Fab 0.152 
B40Da 0.093 
B38Ha 0.122 
EbOlb 
% PLAIN MAX. LOAD 
PLATE PER 2 IN . 
DEFL. WIDTH 
13 19700 
15 19900 
17 20100 
8 17200 
9 18200 
21 20900 
14 19500 
11 18800 
9 18500 
14 19200 
16 20700 
25 22200 
19 20500 
18 20400 
19 20500 
12 18700 
15 19000 
I 7~ 
.f;\l!:'iL 
. .:.::~::~ 
P'~~~ 
; . .,. ~ .. 
-- --"~ 
.~.~ 
':::~::j 
,~~ 
":.'-,::--
-'.:'~ 
QUENCH~--~~ 
.~.{: .~-::- . .. __ .-; 
-- ~::~1 
.~ 
-~ 
~ 
AC 
.-'-' 
--
-""' -~~ 
~ 
-<, 
~ 
OJ 
) 
Q-8 
Q-6 
Q-4 
Q-2 
Q-l 
Q-l/2 
TABLE 20 (Cant ~,) 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LONGITUDINAL WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL B 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
. EbOrO EbOlb \PLAIN MAX. LOAD \PLAIN MAX. LOAD 
SPEC 0 MAX. LATE ?ER 2 LT\: 0 SPEC 0 MAX. LATE PER 2 INc QUENCH 
DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH DEFL. DEFL. WIDTH 
o ,,080 INCH. NOTCH DEPTH 
B16Aab 00132 26 19000 B16Bab 0.215 42 20300 AC 
:s")8AEJ. 00059 ·8 14600 B)8Ba 0·119 23 18300 
B48A 00119 23 18200 B48E ·00228 45 21300 
:e48B 00153 30 19300 B48F 0.185 36 .20100 
B16cab 0.031 6 14100 :Bl6Dab 0.180 35 19800 Q-2 
B38ca 0.100 20 16600 B38Da 00054 11 14:900 
B52N o Q108 21 18200 B52Q 00229 45 21300 
B5:2P 00091 18 17500 B52R 00090 18 15200 
B29Aa 00039 8 - 14600 B29Ba 00176 35 21200 Q-1 
B37Ga 0.083 16 16500 B37Ha 00117 23 17500 
B48c 00075 15 16900 B48G 00121 24 18200 
:s48D 00076 15 16900 B48H 00190 37 20600 
o ,,120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
B29Ca 00051 13 14600 1329Da 00240 60 1'9600 AC 
B42Aa 00186 46 18800 B42Ba 00193 48 18200 
:B49C 00204- 51 1.9100 B47G 00231 58 19600 
:s49DJ 00153 38 17900 B47li 002;0 57 19800 
B;2S 00184 46 18500 
:842Co9. 00148 37 l6900 Q-8 
B4'2,Ea 00139 35 17200 Q-.4· 
t:\ 00125 31 161~OO 330Ba 00186 46 18400 Q-2 :B30A'- s 
B.521f 0,,191 48 19100 B52J 0,,261 65 20300 
3:j;2G 00141 35 18000 B52L 00211 53 19400 
:B52R 00116 29 17200 B52M 00263 66 20200 
B·Zf1r;:e.. ')v~:- 00134 33 17600 B42Da 00237 59 19000 Q-l 
B.i·~9A 0,,175 44- 18100 
B~-93 0.179 45 18000 
B42Fa 00112 28 16500 Q'-l/ 
i 
" Mill scale not removed -~ a 
j b 3 in> by 9 in" ~e2-d.illC'nt 
1 ~ 
TP-_BI;b 2l 
· .. SUI 
4~~f~i 
"'~"~~ 
Sill'1MARY OF RESULTS (:'7;' '11.:. ~1~:..IJS '~71SLG - -. ,- 7') """C"H;, T2STS " .... ~ STBEi .- - '-. .• ', .. ..2Jl;i.I Zl':JJ.'i....., U~ 
-' 
~AITEJUT l-f~AT TE"iTHENT 
~~".~ .. 
E6010 E601.Q. -: -
ref PL..:\.IN NAXo LOAD % PLAIN V.LA.Xo LOAD liUE.NGH IQ 
SPEC:) 1-'IAXo PLATE PER 2 INa SFSC o £-lAX .. PLATE PER 2 TIL. 
DEFLQ DEFLo :rrDTH DEFLo DEFL. t,IIDTH 
0 0020 INCH NOTCH DEFTH 
B~'" A.a 0 0 11-79 59 27500 B31Ba 00649 81 28600 .AC )..L: 
B.43Aa 00492 61 26800 B43Ba 0 0 743 92 28500 
B55B 00555 69 27900 B55E 00849 71 29900 
B6JA 00475 59 Z7200 B55F 00975 121 29800 
B62B 0 0660 82 29100 
B82G 00470 58 26400 Q-IO 
B82B 00434 54 26100 
B68F 0 0 579 72 27300 Q-8 
B68G 0 0 597 74 28100 
B77A 00517 64 26400 
B77B 0 0 535 66 26500 
B68B 00360 45 26400 Q-6 
Bf8C 00320 40 25800 
B' ~r;a 4/0# 0 0220 27 22100 Q~4 
368E 0022;7 36 23500 
,368B 00305 38 25400 
n ~'na 0 0 250 31 23600 B31Da 00660 .:....-. 29100 Q'""2 b3..i,~,' '"Jt::. 
"R . -..,.,8, 00245 30 23500 B58A 00754- 94 29600 -,;"j~ 
I35:5C 00216 27 23000 B58B 00803 100 29100 
B55D 00206 26 22400 
R~'{f\.a 0 0 ..:..94- 21\- 22400 B33Ba Oc319 40 25200 Q-l .L"...., •• ~~" 
B77D 0 0 22.3 28 21800 B43Fa 00799 99 28900 
B77E 0 0 798 99 28000 
B77F 00803 100 27600 
3.. l<i11 scale not rC':rlcved ~ 
TABLE 21 (Con t c.) 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TRANSVERSE WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL B 
WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
E6010 E60JJ6 
% PLAIN Milo L()u) % PLAIN MAX 0 LOAD QUENCH 
SPEC 0 MAX 0 PlATE PER 2 IN 0 SPEC 0 MAX 0 PlATE' PER 2 Il~ 0 
DEFL 0 DEFL 0 WIDTH DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH 
00080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
B·~r;~a .P"~ 00185 36 20800 B32Ba 0 0 146 29 19400 AC 
B33C 00132 26 20200 B54A 0 0 153 30 19800 
B.35D 0 0 199 39 21700 B54B OG244 48 23000 
B54C 00187 37 21300 
B62C 00275 54 22800 
B62D 00271 53 22800 
B.32Ca 0 0 122 24 18900 B32ff 0 0 392 77 23600 Qcoc2 
B4:5E 0014l 28 20000 B54D 0 0 206 40 21500 
B45F 001.65 32 20600 B54E 0 0 225 44- 22200 
B45G 0 0 250 49 22300 B54F 00239 47 22300 
B62E 0 0 295 58 23000 
B62F 0 0 543 106 24900 
"Q3~:a:~' 
~- . .,.~ .. Ooll2 28 18900 B35B81 0 0 190 37 19300 Q=l 
0 0 120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
..-. .. ,}/l, 0 0 221 55 19900 BW 0 0 406 101 22400 AC b~~ 
Qi; ~~: .. \. a Oo:U.5 36 18400 B45Ba 0 6 291 73 21700 ':"~·~....;".b 
E):8G Ou211 53 19900 B59B 0 0 430 107 23100 
..... 'QT": 
'c-'::'v:» 0 0 230 57 20100 B59C 0 0 385 96 23200 
-:~ f/ ~2~ 
.t";,4-41'0 .0 0 239 60 19700 Q=8 
B.0~~a, O~23j~ ,~Q ,;J • ...,.,> 19600 Q=4 
R) ,~C;~, 
'--,~,'" OolB7 47 19300 B44IJa 00337 84 21500 Q=2 
B:;:.8E Go 21'7 5). 19900 B59D 0,,}73 93 22600 , o-.r 
B58F 0 0 185 46 19500 Bc:.9~b 0 6 204 51 20800 ./ ~ 
B59A Oo2Z7 57 21000 B59F 00426 106 23500 
B62A 00309 77 21400 
B44Fa 00343 86 i 21500 Q=l 
A 
a Q-~ B45D C; 'J l; -IA 103 22800 
r==;r.::r~"W::'I~~~ 
,~, Mill s~~le not removede 
~:t~ Inclusioti 
SPEC. 
B60J 
TABLE 22 
DEFLECTION AT FIRST DROP IN LOAD FOR BEND TEST 
SPECIMENS OF STEEL B NOTCHED O~020 IN. DEEP 
PLAIN PLATE SPECIMENS 
DEFL. AT 
S~C . MAX • 1ST DROP 
DEFL . IN LOAD 
SPECIMENS HEATED TO 1150 DEG. F. FOR 1 HOUR 
Eb010 
MAX. 
DEFL. 
00763 
B60S1 
B60u 
B61V 
0·970 
0·925 
0·939 
0·721 
0.694 
0·752 
WELD SPECIMENS 
EbOIb . 
DEFL. AT 
1ST DROP SPEC. MAX. 
IN LOAD DEFL. 
PREHEATED SPECIMENS 
B53L 00873 
B77J 00887 
POSTBEA~ SPECIMENS 
0.709 B53T 10108 
B63F 10041 
B69F 1.141 
B69H 10040 
B53s 1.087 
B69E 00914 
B69G 0.980 
DEFL. AT 
1ST. DROP 
rn LOAD 
0.824 
0.756 
0.836 
00925 
0 .. 927 
0·930 
0.834 
0.895 
00744 
QUENCH 
AC 
Q,-2 
AC 
Q-2 
TABlE 23 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF HEAT TREATED LOHGITubiNA.£ WELD ~j) TEST OF· STEEL B 
NarCBErr.·Oo020 ~~ .. _- . 
E6010 E6016 
% PlAIN Milo LOAD % PLAIN MAXo LOAD QUENCH 
SPEG o Milo PlATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 Milo PLATE PER 2 INo 
DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH 
PREHEATED 450 DID 0 F 0 1 HOUR 
• '~' ... -. _J' 
B21Ca 0 0 288 32 24300 B2lDa 00190 21 22400 AC 
B65B 0 0 326 36 25200 B65C 0 0 312 34 24600 
B72C OG/312 41 26300 B65D 00312 34 24200 
B75C 00344 38 26800 
B28Ca 00066 ·7 17500 B28Da Oo331~; 36 27500 Q-2 
E72B 00099 II 18800 B72E 00'276 30 25600 
B75G 00129 14 19600 B75H 00317 35 24700 
B28Aa 0 0 072 8 18000 B28If- 00163 18 22000 Q~l 
POSTHEATED 1150 DEG 0 F 0 1 HOUR 
B7JB 00501 53 26500 B73F 00385 41 25100 AC 
B7JC 00425 44 23900 B73H 00428 45 24500 
P~-:;;~f1 
~.:~. ~ .. /"'b 00237 25 20700 B73E 00394 42 24800 Q=2 
B73D 0 0 209 22 20300 B73G 00493 ' 52 25600 
'T:31!Z_"'= 
M:i1.1 s~ale nett ~~ .. 
TABLE 24-
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF HEAT TREATED TRANSVERSE WELD BEND 
TESTS OF STEEL B NOTCHED 00020 IN 0 DEEP 
" ...... 
E6010' E6016 
% PLAIN MAXo LOA.D % PLAIN MAXo LOAD 
SPEC 0 MAX 0 PLATE PER 2 INo SPEC 0 -MAX 0 ' PlATE PER 2 IN. 
DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH DEFLo DEFL., WIDTH 
PREHEATED 450 DEGo Fo 1 HOUR 
B53J 00739 81 29300 B531 00873 96 J0100 
B53K 00749 82 29300 B53M Oe861 94 29700 
B53Na 0 0 216 24- 22700 B53P 0 0 727 80 29300 \ 
B530 00669 73 29000 B53R 0 0 821 90 30400 
B70A 0 0 668 73 29100 
B70D 00349 38 25200 B77G 00838 92 28200 
B8lH r-.. "1""\ U o 4=l=-<- 45 21,1,00 B77H 0 0 826 90 28400 
B83A Oo3l8 35 24200 B77J 00887 97 28100 
POSTHEATED 1150 DEGo li' 1 Hnrrn ,1.' 0 ~ • ..t."" .......... 
B60J 00763 81 27200 B53T lo108b .. 7 ., 28400 
B69B 00848 90 27500 B63F 1 0 04l 110 27900 
B83B '00699 74 26800 B69F 10141 121 27900 
B83C 00722 77 26700 B69H 1 0040 110 27800 
B60L 00499 53 25100 B53S 10087 b ~,,- 28900 
B60M 00471 59 24800 B69E 0 0 914 97 '2:7400 
B69A 0 0 490 52 25300 B69G 00980 104 28000 
B69C 00652 69 26500 B69J 00991 105 28200 
a Fractured at edge of weld. 
~ Specimen not fracturedo 
::--".;0;3 
7":::,.,."..7-
.-:~ 
.. :. ... ~ 
.. ~
·--.;id 
.~ -=~-
-~!J. 
. ... ,:.i2 
"~ 
QUENCH ... ,-~ ::.:a 
-:':~ 
--.~ 
---'-'1 
-, 
'.I 
"1 
j 
,:~~ 
.:.1 
AC '4 ;.J 
;~ 
, 
~ 
.. 
Q-2 
AC 
Q-2 
'l'AB~ 25 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TRANSVERSE WELD BEND TEST SPECIMENS 
FRCM 18 IN 0 BY 36 J;N" AIR-COOLED WELDMENTS OF STEEL B 
E6010 E6016 
% PLAIN MAXo LOAD % PLAIN MAX e LOAD 
SPEC 0 MAX 0 PlATE PER 2 IN. SPEC 0 Milo PLATE PER 2 IN. 
DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH 
0 0 020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
B53A 00174 22 22100 B53E 00666 83 29600 
B53D 00387 48 26700 B53H 0 0 454 56 2:7300 
B6lF 00472 59 28000 B60B Oe752 93 29200 
B61Gb 00473 . 59 28400 B60c Og704 87 28800 
Og080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
553B 00236 46 22600 B53F 00348 68 24800 
B53G 00168 33 20600 B53G 00488 96 25300 
E?,' 1\ 
_v_,&t" 0 0 252 49 23100 B60E 00239 47 21600 
BolD 00244- 48 23200 B60H 00388 76 24100 
00120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
Bb:J3 0023? 59 20300 B60A 00305 76 21300 
B61.C 00237 59 20700 B60D 0 0 273 68 21100 
B6J..E n ~~~ .., n~~"_ 39 19800 B60F 00432 10.8 22900 
B6l.H D0282 70 20500 B60G 00343 86 22200 
a Mill Scale not remo~d 0 
b -Fract~ed ~t edge'of' weld 
TABLE 26 
SUMMA'R.Y OF RFSULTS OF PIAD~ PlATE BEND TESTS 
OF STEF.L D WITHOUT HEAT TREATMENT 
SPEC CJ 
D5El 
D5Fl 
D8Al 
D11A2 
DI1F? 
Average 
D5E2 
D5F2 
D8A2 
D13Al 
D15Al 
Average 
DilAl-
DllFl 
DIJA2 
D15A,2 
Average 
MAX. 
DEFLo 
MAXQ LOAD 
PER 2- IN. 
WIDTH 
Oe020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
0~762 
0 0 745 
00632 
00929 
Og?J77 
00789 
27000 
27500 
27100 
29100 
28500 
0 0 080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
00537 
00367 
0.289 
00 548 
0 0 539 
00456 
23600 
22300 
21700 
24900 
24500 
0 0 120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
DoW. 
0,,329 
0 0 300 
0 0 367 
00309 
19700 
21000 . 
20600 
21000 
~.~; 
;-"'"'-:--@1'i ~::~ 
TABLE Z7 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LONGITUDINAL WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL D 
WITHOUT BEAT· TREATMENT 
E6010 E6016 
% PlAIN MAX. LOAD % PlAIN MAX. LOA.D QUENCH 
SPEC 0 MAX 0 PlATE PER 2 INo smc 0 MAX«) PIATE PER 2 IN. 
DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH DEFL. DEFL .. WIDTH 
0 8 020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
D2A 00098 12 21200 D2E Ool47 19 21900 AG 
D2B 00090 II 19800 D2F Ooll4 14 20700 
D2C 00059 7 18100 Q=4 
D2D 00075 10 20000 
D6B 00106 13 20400 D6D 00152 19 21500 Q-2 
D6C 00026 3 15400 D6E 00195 25 24100 
Dl2B 00037 5 16800 
DIG 0 0026 3 15400 D2G 0 0 101 13 23200 Q"'"'l 
D1H 00029 4- 15600 D2H O~132 17 21000 
00080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
D3A 0 0 065 lil .-..;. 16700 D3E 0~O6.5 14 16400 AC 
D3B 00070 15 17200 D3F 00068 15 l7oo0 
D7B 00065 l4 17000 D7D 00050 15 15500 
D!?F 0 0 070 15 l6800 D7H 0~O70 11 16600 
D3C 0 0 043 9 15200 Q=4 
D]D Go OS3 12 16100 
D7A 00056 12 16200 D7C 00048 11 15800 Q=2 
D7E 0 0 052 .11 16000 D7G 0006l 14 16300 
D3G 00045 10 15600 Q=l 
D3H 00062 14 15300 
00120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
DIG o ('J./77 0"; I' .. !J 1 ,., ..l..') l4400 DIE 00046· 15 1.4l00 AC 
DlD 00048 16 14400 DlF 0 0 039 13 13700 
l:1.4B Oo'Gt~J 10 
-/ 14900 n6H 0 0 055 18 14600 
Dl4D O~O51 17 l4400 Dl2K 0 0 051 17 14700 
Dl.4A 00050 16 l4400 D6G 00046 15 14400 Q=2 
Dl1~C 00051 17 14300 D12J 00041- 13 13800 
TABLE 28 
SUNMARY OF RESULTS OF TRANSVERSE WELD BEND TESTS OF STEEL D 
WITHOUT HEA-T TREATMENT 
E6010 E6016 
% PlAIN MAX 0 LOAD % PrAIN MAX 0 LOAD QUENCH 
SPEC 0 l-'lAX 0 PlATE PER 2 IN 0 SPEC 0 MAX 0 PlATE PER 2 IN 0 
DEFLo DEFLo WIDTH DEFL 0 DEFLo WIDTH 
00 020 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
llQ l\a 
l.I.£+A 00261 33 25000 D,4E 0 0 374 47 26500 AC 
D413 00182 23 2Z700 D4F 0 0 305 39 25400 
D15Fa D~264 33 25100 D15E 0&390 49 2:7200 
D13F 00154 ·20 22100 Q,..6 
D15B 0 0222 28 23800 
D4C 001.36 . 17 21300 Q-4 
D4D 00152 19 22000 
D13D 00294 37 25600 
D13E 00194 25 23300 
D8B 00256 32 24500 D8Da 0 0577 73 28000 Qc->2 
DBC 00175 22 22300 DBE 0~559 71 28100 
DSF 00148 19 21600 
D13C 00149 19 22100 
D5C . 00172 22 22300 . D5A- 0 0 408 52 Z7200 Qco-l 
D5D 0 0140 18 21500 D5B 0 0302 38 25200 
D15C 00134 17 21300 
D15D 00155 20 22400 
00080 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
DIOD 00124- Z7 19700 Dlle 0 0 216 47 22800 AC 
DIOF 00156 34 20900 DllE 00158 35 21300 
Dloe ~o079 17 18100 DllB 00?12 46 22500 Q-2 
DlOE Oo09S 22 19600 DllD Oe146 32 20800 
00120 INCH NOTCH DEPTH 
D9B 00101 33 17700 D9F 00079 26 16500 AC 
D9D 00117 38 17900 D10B 00090 29 16700 
D9A 00081 26 17000 D9E 00091 29 16900 Q ... 2 
D9G 00099 32 17200 D10A 00086 28 16700 
a ~n~~'mAn failed at edge of weld. 
-'j 
TABLE 29 
DEFLECTION AT FIRST DROP IN LOAD FOR" BEND' TEST'SPECIMENS OF STEEL D 
WITHOUT· HEAT TBEATMENT'NOTCHED- 0·. 020 IN~ DEEP 
PLAIN PLATE SPECIMENS 
~ .":: ¥" ,-'"' -_. ~"",- --;"'" - .... ~---: _ •. --. _ ... 
DEFL. AT 
MAX;". lET DROP 
SPEC. DEFL. IN LOAD 
D5F1 0.745 0·720 
DllA2 00929 0·791 
DllF2 0.877 0.760 
TABLE 30 
.,* SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF RESTRAINT TESTS 
SINGLE PASS WELDS 
EbOl0 EbOlb 
MAX. ELONGA- THICK- MAX. ELONGA- THICK-
SPEC. STRESS TION NESS SPEC. STRESS TION NESS 
psi in. in. psi in. in. 
RESTRAINED SPECIMENS 
SERIES 1 
B64cl 90000 0.08 0.145 B64El 100500 0.17 0.210 
B64c2 77100 0.08 0.201 B64E2 83300 0.14 0.172 
SERIES 2 
B8lBl 85800 0.11 0.144 
B8lE2 88800 0.12 00121 
UNRESTRAINED SPECIMENS 
SERIES 1 
B64Al 94300 0.10 0.138 B64B1 102900 0.19 00218 
-nL:1. fI <'") ()~A()() 0.10 0.155 B64B2 106000 0.20 00194 DU"'t'l"1..c;. 7'-/~\,j,-, 
SERIES 2 
B8lAl 90600 0.12 0.120 
B8lA~ 90400 0.12 0.102 
TABLE 30 (cont ~ ) 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF EESTRAINT TESTS 
TWO PASS WELDS 
Eb010 
MAX 0 ELONGA- THICK-
SPEC" STRESS mT('\1O' .J..LV"'1 ?\WQQ "'~.., 
psi in. ino 
RESTRAINED SPECIMENS 
SERIES 1 
B64Fla 74500 0014 00360 
B64F2a 74100 0.10 0.270 
SERIES 2 
B82C1b 82500 0014 00134 
B82C2a 79600 0014 0.245 
UNRESTRAINED SPECIMENS 
SERIES 1 ....I.. 
B64D1a 80600 0013 0.292 
B64D2a 81800 0014 0·317 
,-, 
SERIES 2 
B82F1a 78600 0.19 0.296 
B82F2a 78200 0017 00242 
a Incomplete fusiono 
b Machined very thin 0 Fusion zone might have been removedo 
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LARGE TENSILE COUPONS FOR DETERMINATION 
OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
SMALL TENSILE COUPONS FOR DETERMINATION 
OF CONSISTENCY OF PLATE PROPERTIES 
-.q-
I" =~i~1 ~ 0 I I : - : I. 6 1/211 J 
ALL WELD METAL SPECltv1ENS 
t = thickness of plate with mill scale on 
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E29 
E28A E27A 
E288 E278 
E2BC £27G 
E2BO E270 
E300 
E28E E27E 
E28F E21F 
E28G £27G 
E28H E27H 
E23A E22A 
E238 E228 
E23C E22C 
E230 £220 
E30~ 
E23E E22E 
E23F E22F 
E23G E22G 
E23H E22H 
E24A E248 E24C 
E24D E24E E24F 
E25A E258 
E25C E250 
E25E E25F 
E25G E25H 
E2j E26B E26C 
FIG. 7 
8 @ 11- '6 II = 121 - 0" 
EIB EI6A EI6B EI6C EI2 
EI60 ElSE EI6F 
EI7A EI1B 
EI7C EI70 
fl7E EI7F 
E308 
Eroo EI6 Er6J 
E20A E208 E2()C EI9 EI4A EI48 EI4C 
E2(J~O E20E E20F EI4D EI4E EI4F 
E21A E218 EI5A EI58 
E21G E2-IO EI5C E!50 
E2rE E21F Er5E EI!SF 
E21G E21H E30A 
E2E, E26E E26F EI4G EI4H EI4J 
DIRECTION OF ROLLING 
Ell 
E!3 
EIA EI8 EIC EIO EIE 
E2~ E28 E2C E20 E2E 
E3A E38 E3G 
E3E E3F E3G 
E4A E4B E4C 
E4£ E4F E4G 
ESA E58 E5C E50 E5E 
E6A E68 'ESC ESO E6E 
E7A E7B E1C E7D E7E 
EaA E88 Eac 
EBE E8F E8G 
E9A E9a E90 
E9E E9F E9G 
EIOA EI08 EIOG EIOO EIOE 
FLAME CUT 
SAW CUT 
LOCATION OF SPECIMENS IN PAI~ENT PLATE 
STEEL. E, PLATE 2 
~I 
~1 
ElF 
E2F 
E30 
E3H 
E40 
E4H 
E5F 
E6F 
E7F! 
E80 
E6H 
E90 
E9H 
E(OF 
:> 
I 
0 
1_ 12.' - 0" ~-- - -- 72" l 36" l 18" 'I' .~ 
FIG.8 
E40A E408 E40C E400 
E40E E40F E40G E40H 
E41A E418 E39G 
E41C E410 E41E E41F 
E42A E428 E42C E420 E42E E42F 
E43A E438 E43C E430 
E43E E43F E43G E43H 
E44A E44B E44C E440 
E47A E478 E47C E45A E458 E45C 
E48A E488 E450 E45E E45F 
E48C E480 
E46A E46B 
E39H 
E48E E48F E46C E460 
E48G E48H E39G 
E46E E46F 
E47D E47E E47F 
E46G E46H 
\ 
E47G E47H E47J E45G E45H E45J 
-
DIRECTION OF ROLLING 
E31A E31B E31C E310 E31E E31F 
. 
E~2A E328 E32C E39A 
E39H E39B E320 E32E E32F E32G 
E33A E338 E33C E330 1::33£ E3'3F 
E33<3 E33H E33J E39C 
E34A E348 E34C E340 IE34E E34F 
E35A E358 E35C E350 E35E E35F 
E36A E368 E36C E390 
E39E E360 E36E E36F E36G 
E37A E378 E37C E370 E37E E37F 
E38A E388 E38C E39F 
E380 E38E E38F E38G IE38H IE38J 
FLAME CUT 
--- SAW CUT 
LOCATION OF SPECIMENS IN PARENT PLATE 
STEEL E, PLATE I 
= ::> 
I 
D 
I~ 12' -0"____ -.J 
~ 43" 38" f- 38" ~ 24"1 
B49A B49B 
B48E B48F 
B48A B48B 
B41E B47F 
841A 8418 
846E B46F 
846A 8468 
B44A 844B 844C 
843A B438 843C 
l "II ". 
B50 BI B24A B24B B31A 
B.49C B490 B45G 
B24C B240 
1mB 848G 848H ~ 
B45F B25A 825B 
B48C B4EID 
851 825C 8250 831C 
B41G B47H B45E B40A B40B B40C 8400 
826A 8268 
841C 84i'0 
-
B39E B39F 839G 839H B3TO 
B450 826C 8260 
846G 84f5H B39A 8398 839C B390 
827A 827B B32A 8148 B4SC B4f50 B45C B38E 838F 838G 838H BI4A 814C BI40 
BI5A BI58 815C BI50 B27C B270 !--
B38A B38B B38C B380 8328 
B440 B44E B44F B45B BI6A BI6B BISC BI60 B2SA 828B 
B37E B37F B37G B31H 
B2.SC B280 832.C 
8430 843E 843F B45A 837A 8378 837C 8370 817A 8178 817C BI70 
829A 8298 
B32D 818A BI88 BI8C BI80 
B410 B42G 8360 a34C1 B29C 8290 
842F ~ BI9A 819B BI9C BI90 
B35A B30A 8308 B33A 
B42E B.2.0A B20B B2.0C B2.00 B41C B36C 830C B300 
B420 B35B B2.IA B21B B21C B210 B34A 
B34B 
B418 842C 8368 
835C 822A 822B B2.2C 8220 822E B22F B338 I 
842.8 I 
841A 842A 836A 8350 823A B23B B23C B230 B23E B23F 1833C I 
I 
_____ --1 
~ DIRECTION OF ROLLING • -- FLAME CUT 
SAW CUT 
FIG. 91 LOCATION OF SPECIMENS IN . PARENT PLATE 
STEEL B 1 PLATE 6 
-0 ) 
I 
-w ) 
I: 36" 36" 12'- 0" 36" 36" ~ 
l T T.~ _ ... ____ ~ __ 
B79A 879B B79C B77A B778 B77C 
8790 1379E 879F B770 877E 877F 
880A 8808 878A 8788 
880C 8800 878C 8780 
874E 8740 
880E B80F B78E 878F 
880G 880H 878G 878H 
879G 879H 879J 877G 877H 877J 
883A B83B 883C 881A 8818 881C 
883 88~0 881E 881F 
88!G 881H 881J 
882A 8828 882C 
8820 882E B82F 
882G 882H 882J 
FIG. 10 
B68A B68B BG8C 872A 871 A 
8680 B68E 868F 8728 B718 
872C 871C 
873A 8738 8720 8710 
873C 8730 872E 871E 
874A 872J B71J 873E 873F B72F 871F 
873G 873H 872G 871G 
868G 868H 868J 872H 871H 
B69A 8698 B69C 870A B708 870C 
8690 B69E 869F B700 870E 870F 
875A 8758 876A 8768 
B75C 8750 B76C 8760 
8748 874C 
B75E 875F 876E B76F 
B75G 875H 876G 876H 
869G 869H 869J 870G 870H 870J 
DIRECTION OF ROLLING 
B61 860 
862A 8628 862C 8620 862E 862F 
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